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INTRODUCTION

HEXHUNT is a solo role-playing game of low fantasy. It is played with a single deck of playing cards and a few
six-sided dice. 

Although it can be used as a generic system for any type of role-playing game, it is designed to be best 
suitable for a low-tech, low level, dark survival fantasy, with a nod to old-school role-playing.

Game
In HEXHUNT, you control a single character, out in the wilderness trying to survive against natural as well as 
supernatural adversaries. The game includes exploration, resource management, man-to-man combat, 
witchcraft, and occasional demon-slaying.

It is designed to streamline your solo role-playing experience, allowing you to focus on the adventure and 
not find yourself lost in the endless number crunching. To facilitate this, HEXHUNT makes use of playing 
cards for map generation, character background generation, quest generation, time-keeping, combat, 
encounters, use of supernatural powers and use of any skills. 

Deck & Dice
HEXHUNT uses a re-arranged and re-named version of a deck of standard deck of playing cards. Cards and 
suits are renamed, and cards are re-arranged to fit the purpose, all of which explained below.

In addition, you will need a few six-sided die (three or more) for ease of use, and a couple of pips.

Modifying a deck for a game of Hexhunt

1. First, remove the two joker cards ) from the deck. You will not need them. (🃟) from the deck. You will not need them. 

2. Then, remove the face cards (K, Q, J) from their respective suits, and create a twelve-card suit out 
of them. This is called the Star suit.

3. Now, you have five suits in your deck. They are namely:

Suit Cards Name # of cards

♠ 1-10 Dark suit 10 cards

♥️ 1-10 Light suit 10 cards

♣ 1-10 Earth suit 10 cards

♦️ 1-10 Sky suit 10 cards

♠♥♣️  ♦️ K, Q, J Star suit 12 cards

Table

This should be enough to play the game, without even using the re-named suits, but for coherence, these 
suit names will be used throughout the rules.



Each suit represents a class, has a type, and has a power focus. These will be explained in the following 
chapters. For now, just having this basic information about each suit should suffice.

Suit Class Type Power focus

Dark ( )♠ Warrior Episode Discard

Light (♥)️ Lover Location Draw

Earth ( )♣ Witch Mortal Reveal

Sky (♦)️ Lord Theme Revive

Star (♠♥♣️♦)️ n/a Demon n/a

Table 

Once you re-arrange the deck into five suits, refer to the table below whenever needed. 



Gameplay
Hexhunt is played with a deck of cards and some d6s. Most of the time the use of cards or dice rolls are 
interchangable. But in addition, cards serve as spells and powers. 

While playing the game, you will have a hand. A hand is the sum of all cards which you can make use of to 
do stuff in-game. The hand size in Hexhunt is six. This means, you can never have a hand larger than six 
cards (unless you modify it via some other rule such as henchmen, etc.) You gain new cards by achieving 
tasks in the game. For example, when you kill a villain, you draw a card from the play deck. 

Terminology
Play deck: The sum of all cards, excluding your character card, as well as the one specific Demon card which 
represent the demon you’re after. The play deck is shuffled and placed face down on the table before the 
game. When the play deck runs out of cards, you will re-collect all played cards and reshuffle them, creating
the play deck one more time. 
Discard pile: This is the sum of all cards played.
Hand: the cards you, as the player, have. Almost always, the top limit is six cards. So, if you draw a card as a 
result of achieving something, you must discard one card from your hand.

Game Sessions
As a lone player, you will have multiple game sessions playing through several adventures with your 
character, which is called a campaign. But before your first game session, it is a good idea to have a session 
zero to map out the terrain, populate it, create your character, and start a hunt, then move on into 
adventure in your next session. Developing, and finding out more about your game world will ease your solo
game management and will give you hints for further adventure. In your session zero, you should;

1. Generate the terrain; and populate its settlements
2. Create your character, giving it a background, a name, etc.
3. Start a hunt



LAND
dsds

Terrain
As an adventurer, you will travel through different climes and regions during your adventures. So it is highly
recommended that you generate a map full of different geographical elements as the next thing. The easiest 
way of doing it is to use an empty hex map, such as the one provided at the end of this document. You will 
see that the hexes are coded in the sample provided for ease of use. Although it is recommended to consider 
one hex roughly 10 kilometres wide, you may alter this depending on how detailed you would like your map 
to be. 

To generate your province follow these simple steps: 
1. Get the Location cards (♥)️ --all ten of them, and shuffle.
2. Draw one card and reveal it. This defines the terrain type of your starting hex. 
3. Roll a d6. This represents the number of hexes the terrain type covers. Consult the table provided 

below.
4. Shuffle after each draw and repeat the process until all map is covered.

Location 1 2 3 4 5 6

Hearth 1 1 1 1 1 1

Altar 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hill 1 1 2 2 3 4

Forest 1 2 2 3 4 4

Plains 2 2 3 3 4 4

Market 1 1 1 1 1 1

Water 1 1 1 2 2 3

Rift 1 1 2 2 3 3

Mountain 1 2 2 3 3 3

Barrens 1 2 2 2 3 3

Table

Note: It is recommended to use the A1 hex as the base --some sort of settlement; be it a town, a campsite, 
or a village, and continue from A2.

Hearth, Altar and Market represent settlements, Hearth can be interpreted as a village or a hamlet, Altar can 
be interpreted as a holy site or  sacred ground, whereas Market can be interpreted as a town, or a larger 
settlement such as a city. 



The Cartographer
And if you want a more detailed map, you can roll an additional d6 and refer to the table below for all 
cards.

Location 1-2 3-4 5-6

Hearth Crossroads Linear Nucleated

Altar Pilgrimage Hub Monastery Temple-town

Hill Butte Kuppe Tor

Forest Open Dense Very dense

Plains Moorlands Marshes Steppe

Market Administrative Religious Commercial

Water Swamp Spring River*

Rift Canyon Ravine Crater

Mountain Dome Folded Volcanic

Barrens Dunes Dry lands Volcanic plains

Table

*For River, roll 3d6 and add 6 to the result. Then, starting from a suitable acre within the hex, draw a river 
covering # number of acres, while keeping the common sense in mind, # being the sum. Rivers tend to 
flow from higher to the lower ground, usually connecting with a body of water such as lake or sea.

Water, can be interpreted either as a sort of lake, or, if placed at the edge of the map, as coastline of a larger 
body of water, such as a sea. Additionally, if you have Mountain or Hill on your map, you may choose to draw
a river freely, preferably reaching a coastline. For this, you may consider that settlements usually tend to be 
around bodies of water such as lakes, coastlines, or rivers. Also, you may choose to add roads connecting 
settlements.

You may choose to colour the hexes with coloured pencils , or use symbols (given below) to indicate the 
terrain type.

Symbols here

Keep in mind that creating your map does not mean that whatever is located within the hex is also visible. 
For that, you will need to explore each hex.

Weather
After generating your map, it is time to set the seasons and weather events. Firstly, draw a random card 
from the deck, then consult the table below to set the season for the map. 

Suit Season

♠ Winter

♥️ Summer

♣ Fall

♦️ Spring



Table

Now that you have set the weather, roll a d6 per day and consult the table below to determine the daily 
weather event.

Roll Spring Summer Fall Winter

1 Cool, rainy Cool Brisk, dewy Freezing, foggy

2 Cool, windy Cool, windy Brisk, windy Cold, windy

3 Warm Hot, sunny Chilly, rainy Cold, snow

4 Warm Hot, sunny Chilly, rainy Cold, snow

5 Warm, sunny Warm, sunny Chilly, windy Cold, rainy

6 Hot Warm Cold Cool

Table

You have two ways to determine the weather events in Hexhunt. You can simply take the roll as face value 
and consider the day as it is given in the table, based on the season. Alternatively, you can use the gradual 
method: for this, Start with the 3-4 value given in the table. Then, roll a d6 every day. If your roll is higher 
than 4 (5 or 6), it means that the weather altered, moving it one row higher in the table into the fifth row. 
The next day, roll another d6 and compare the result with the current weather (now 5). If the roll is the 
same (5) the weather condition is similar to yesterday, if it is lower (1,2,3 or 4) it means the day’s weather 
event is the one described in the lower row (4), and if the roll is higher (6) then the weather event given in 
the sixth row is your current weather condition. 

Points of Interest
During your travels, when you enter a hex, you may encounter some points of interest. (POI) A point of 
interest is anything that may lead to more adventure (or trouble!). Depending on the type of terrain you are 
in, it may be a cave, the ruins of a temple, a monolith, or an unholy shrine. 

For each hex you enter for the first time, 

1. Roll a d6. If the result is 1,2, 3 or 4, it means there's nothing interesting around. Otherwise, move on
to the next step.

2. Roll 2 d6s. Consult the table below, based on the terrain type. 

Note: Alternately you can follow these two steps for all hexes before you begin your adventure. You may 
think this would take the sense of exploration away from the game, but it might also invigorate this sense; 
since it would give you, the adventurer, a brief survey of the surroundings. To streamline this process, just 
roll 2d6 with different colours, one serving as the result, and the other as the terrain type.

It may be helpful to signify the points of interest on your map with numbers, noting what the number refers
to on somewhere else.

Roll Hearth Altar Hill Forest Plains

2 Solitary cottage Temple Lair* Tree house Gate

3 Camp Grave Totem Signpost Moors

4 Huts Monastery* Watchtower Pond Well

5 Hamlet Shrine Fountain Keep* Cemetery

6 Manor Obelisk Ruins Charnel House Stone circle

7 Tower* Crypt* Mound* Grove City walls

8 Mill Chapel Forge Marsh Cairn*



9 Farm Spire Kennel Glade Barracks

10 Brewery Sanctum Edifice Garrison* Haven

11 Garden Cloister Grotto* Pools Caravansary

12 Halls* Manse Bastion Swamp Fortress*

Roll Market Water Rift Mountain Barrens

2 Inn Canoe Borehole* Den* Pile of bones

3 Chapel Partially 
submerged 
structure*

Bridge Sepulchre Outpost

4 Brothel Islet Bottomless Pit* Colossal statue Oasis

5 Catacombs* Fishing Wharf Cavern* Oracle site Dried up well*

6 Bazaar Subterranean river
mouth*

Remnants of 
Travellers

Sky burial site Ziggurat*

7 Palace Shipwreck Minaret Cave* Monolith

8 Foundry Lighthouse Pillars Mine* Crater

9 Fane Harbour Statue Quarry Dome

10 Cellars* Bridge Bailey Waterfall* Colosseum*

11 Pavilion Rafts Prison Watchtower Necropolis

12 Mansion Moat Pile of skulls Lair* Tombs

Entries marked with * indicate a dungeon entrance. For details, see Dungeons. Then, you can roll an 
additional d6 to determine the condition of the POI. 

Roll Condition

1 Foundations only

2 In ruins

3 Crumbling

4 Worn

5 Slightly Aged

6 Recently built

You may not know where to locate the point of interest in the hex, since 10 kilometres is pretty wide for a 
human individual! To determine where the point of interest is located within the hex, roll 2d6 and consult 
the graphic below:



In the image above, each section within the hex is called an acre and roughly contains 5km2 of an area. If  
the result of your 2d6 is equal to the card value, you can place the point of interest either on acre 1 (a1) or 
use the card value as the acre number. (a#). Otherwise place the point of interest into its specific acre.

When you arrive at a point of interest, it triggers an event -i.e. drawing a card from the game deck. For 
detail, check Events section.

Dungeons
During your travels throughout the land you will stumble upon caves, lairs, dens and alike (collectively 
known as dungeons) –some of which you might want to explore. In such cases, use the procedures described
below, to generate and explore the underworld. At night time this will be severely affected, dropping to 

Dungeon Generation
First, get a fresh copy of the dungeon hex grid provided at the end of this document. Then starting at the 
hex marked with X, generate the chamber you’re in. Roll a d6 first for the width and then another for the 
length of the chamber you are in and consult the table below.

Roll Chamber width 
(in hexes)

Chamber length 
(in hexes)

No. of exits Exit location Exit direction

1 1 1 0 (dead end) Ceiling 
(ascent)

Blocked

2 2 2 1 Left Straight 

3 3 3 1 (locked) Right Slight left

4 4 4 2 Back Hard left

5 5 5 2 Front Slight right

6 6 6 3 Floor (descent) Hard right

Then mark the area as indicated by the width and length rolls. (You may draw this area freely, in any shape, 
as long as the enclosed area fits the boundaries set by the rolls.) This will serve as your first chamber in the 
dungeon. (Any part of a dungeon is called a chamber.) After that, roll a d6 for the number of exits in the 
chamber and consult the table above. If it has exits, roll another d6 for the location of each exit. (And if the 
roll result is a descent, it indicates another level of the dungeon below.) Then, roll another d6 for the 
direction of each exit –you can do this last step when you are about to go through that exit.

Use the guide image above for exit directions. A bridge describes any kind of pathway over a gap (rope, 
wood, brick, etc.), and a channel describes any kind of passage (tunnel, canal, etc.) into another chamber.

Locks
Use the table below to try and unlock the door. 



Roll Method of unlocking

1 Brute force: Roll a BODY check.

2 Discard a ♠ card.

3 Discard a  ♥️card.

4 Discard a  ♣ card.

5 Discard a  ♦️card.

6 Lockpick: Roll a MIND check.

Quick Dungeon Generation (Delta’s Cave Dice Method)
Alternately, you can quickly generate a dungeon with a single roll of a d6. Roll your die and refer to the 
table below:

Roll Result

1 Dead end

2 Short corridor

3 Long corridor

4 Small chamber

5 Intersection (four-way)

6 Large chamber

Table

And to determine the height of the ceiling of any chamber of the dungeon, roll a d6 and interpret the result in terms 
of yards (approximately one meter). 

Culture
As an adventurer,
History, Politics, People
Once you’ve got yourself a mapped out terrain, you may populate your villages, cities, and towns to give 
more life into your map by rolling 2d6s, and referring to the tables below:

Roll Hearth Altar Market

1-2 Crossroads Pilgrimage Hub Administrative

3-4 Linear Monastery Religious

5-6 Nucleated Temple-town Commercial

Table

Roll Size Hearth Altar Market No. of shops  Shops Bonus

1-2 Small 50-100 100-200 250+ 1d6 +1

3-4 Medium 500-750 1000-1500 2000+ 2d6 +2

5-6 Large 2500-3000 4000+ 5000+ 3d6 +3

Table

Once you get the subtype and population of the settlement, you are ready to determine the details of the 
settlement; how the people earn their living, what their culture is based around, how their system of 



governance works (if any), what their history is mostly based on, what the famous place is, and what the 
biggest threat to that particular settlement’s existence is. For this, roll 7d6s and refer to the table below.

Roll Economy Culture Governance History Deity Landmark Threat

1 Agriculture Semi-
nomadic

No organisation Rebellion Jupiter Memorial Raids

2 Husbandry Religious Warlords Occupation Venus Grove Dwindling 
business

3 Commerce Artistic Rich merchants Famine Saturn Walls New religion

4 Mining Scholarly A council of 
priest

Earthquake Mercury Bazaar Harsh climate

5 Crafts Martial Noble families Cult Mars Temple Political rivalry

6 Forestry/
Fishery

Civic Patriarch Plague Earth/
Moon/Sun 

Ruins Immigration

Table

To determine how many shops are available in a settlement, roll # d6s (one for small, two for medium, and 
three for large size settlements) and add the bonus. Then refer to the table below, and simply roll a d6 for 
each shop (or choose as you see fit). Alternately, you can choose to roll # number of times, from each 
category from the table below, # being the number of shops available in the settlement.

Roll Agriculture Husbandry Commerce Mining Crafts Forestry Fishery

1 Carpenter Wheelwright Slave market Clay pit Pottery 
Workshop

Falcon trainer Shipwright

2 Tailor’s 
shop

Tannery Goldsmith Marble 
quarry

Winery Timber yard Sail maker

3 Bakery Leather 
workshop

Jeweller Iron mine Chandlery Trapper’s Hut Smokehouse

4 Miller Cattle keeper General store Foundry Henchmen’s 
Guild

Weaver’s shop Cartography 
workshop

5 Blacksmith Livery Armoury Coal mine Weaver Apiary Net maker

6 Herbalist Hunting 
lodge

Carriage 
service

Brickyard Masonry Witch doctor Fishing 
Wharf

Table

For religious and administrative buildings (which are usually in Altar, and/or Market) roll an additional 2d6s 
and add the results to your settlement.

Roll Altar Market

1 Mortuary Prison

2 Infirmary Fountain

3 Library Watchpost

4 Shrine Fort

5 School Town hall

6 Temple Tower



Table

Additionally, whenever you want to provide a detailed description of a non-player character (NPC) or a group
of individuals, you can refer to the table below to determine their social class, and their position within that 
particular class by rolling 2d6s.

Roll RESIDENTS Outcast Slave Lower Class Upper 
Class

Clergy Nobility

1 Outcast  Traitor Prisoner of war Freedman Accountant Acolyte Scholar

2 Slave Criminal Foreigner Farmer Civil Servant Monk Warrior
Horseman

3 Lower class Leper Indebted Labourer Craftsman Diviner Commander

4 Upper class Rapist Soldling Artist Scribe Healer Land-owner

5 Clergy Spy Slaveborn Soldier Military 
Officer

Exorcist  Patriarch

6 Nobility Fugitive slave Temple-owned Fallen Noble Merchant Arch-
priest

Sovereign 
family 
member

Table

Religion: Cults and Deities
Since there’s no overarching religious institution; local orders, national and regional religious 
organisations, as well as countless variants of the same beliefs can be encountered. Below; you may find 
some examples of the main lines of faith which are more mainstream throughout the world, although the 
list is far from complete. 

Most cults are local and location-oriented; meaning that their prominence and prevalence are relative to the
distance one stands to the religious centre (usually also the point of origin for the belief) of the cult.  
Depending on the size of the settlement it is originated, the influence of a cult varies. For a village-like 
settlement (meaning it’s a minor deity or a newly-established faith, or a group of heretics), its main area of 
influence is the surrounding six hexes, besides the religious centre. (approximately 455 km2). For town-like 
settlements, (Altar, or equivalent) this includes the second ring of hexes, in addition to the neighbouring 
hexes, (1235 km2). And if its centre is a city-like dwelling, its area of influence a third, outer ring of hexes.

By using the table below, you can create your own cults quickly. Or you can use it in combination with the 
ready-made cults given above.

Roll Celestial 
body

Theme Clergy Holy site Offerings

1 Jupiter Nature: Animal(s), 
Seasons

Females of a specific family line Spring Gemstone

2 Venus Civilisation: 
Agriculture, Writing, 

Males of a specific family line Plains Copper coins

3 Saturn Retribution: War, 
Famine, Death, 
Justice

Any, trained and initiated Grove Silver coins

4 Mercury Other world: 
Demon(s), Spirits, 
Ancestors

Any, naturally gifted only (test) Altar Gold coins



5 Mars Heresy: corrupt 
version of a cult

Elected Cavern Sacrifice: cattle

6 Earth/
Moon/Sun 

Demon Winners of a contest only Mountain Sacrifice: 
human

Cult of Heavenly Mother (Venus)
The followers of this cult believe in a heavenly mother who nurtures the earth through fertility in animals 
and plants alike, through sex, beauty, and art, and on occasion punishes through war and famine, serving as
the heavenly judge. 

The clergy of this cult exclusively consists of women, who, on special occasions such as holy days, offer 
sacred sex to believers, in addition to their routine sacred prostitution in exchange for donations to the 
temple. 

If a temple-member gets pregnant during sacred sex and gives birth to a girl, she reaches priesthood. And if
she gives birth to a boy, she is cast out of the temple to serve as a wandering servant of the Heavenly 
Mother, providing healing and midwifery services as well as priestly to the believers.

Cult of the Plough (Saturn)
The followers of this cult believe that the knowledge of agriculture, upon which civilization is built, stems 
from their deity, whose domain later on expanded to include law, hunting, scribes and eventually war. 

Their deity is usually depicted as a warrior-like harvester with a scythe (sometimes in the act of slaying a 
beast), the priests of the cult are known for offering sacrifices in the form of bodily mutilations. Most 
priests lack a finger or two (never a thumb, though), while higher ordering ones (usually high priest of a 
temple) lack a hand, or even a limb. 

The worship usually includes burnt offerings in the form of ox, sheep, lamb in addition to grain and bread. 
Oaths sworn by believers are also a part of the common practices; believers bargaining sacrifices (including 
body parts) for the fulfilment of their wishes. Breaking an oath  would result in the banishment of the 
oathbreaker.

Cult of the Ethereal Eye (Mercury)
The followers of the Cult of the Ethereal Eye believe that the fates of men were scribed by their deity, who is
often depicted with a clay tablet, or occasionally with a tome in his hand and a sceptre in the other. A god of 
language, writing, wisdom and learning, as well as prophesying, the priests of this cult are usually divided 
into two groups: the teacher-priests who scribe tomes on all kinds of knowledge, and the maiden-seers who
live in seclusion in isolated locations offering riddled answers to the questions from the believers in return 
to a donation offered to their temple. Once past puberty, the maidens are sacrificed for the preservation of 
the oracular blessing offered by their deity.

Cult of the Keeper Lord (Mars)
As believers of a god of war, death, and disease,  the followers of this cult see their deity as the holder of the
ultimate truth of the afterlife, and consider him as the ruler of the Underworld where dead souls reach. The 
deity is considered as the keeper of the dead souls, whereas the priests are known as the warden, helping 
the believers in life until they meet their god.

The priests of the Keeper Lord are knowledgable about the workings of the body (and of course the soul) so 
they usually serve as a combination of healers and undertakers. Opposed to sacrifice of any kind, the 
believers of the Keeper Lord trust in their god’s power to collect anything he might want by sheer force.

Armies usually have symbols of the Keeper Lord in their standards; depicting his  bull-horned mace, hoping
to gain his favour in battle.

Cult of the Horn (Jupiter)
As the worshippers of the one of the older gods, the followers of this cult see their deity as the builder of the
Gate of God temple in their holy city, a building which is believed to be the first building in the oldest city of
the world, constructed over the dead body of the snake-dragon which was killed by their deity’s magical 



dagger. Usually depicted with a dagger in hand, the deity of magic, city life, masonry, and civilisation, is 
believed to be the holder of all magical essence, which he keeps in his pouch.

The priests of this cult carry a dagger and a pouch (usually full of grain, or ground human bones), which 
they use in their human sacrifices on only one year of the day, whom they usually flay and make pouches 
out of the victim’s skin –and whose bones are ground. The bone powder, when mixed with other 
ingredients, is also used as a sign of blessing -marking the believers’ foreheads with a single horizontal line.

Cult of the Judge (Sun)
Although it is open for debate if he is the oldest or just one of the older gods, the followers of this cult are 
certain that their deity is the supreme god –ruler among its equals, and the overseer of life under heavens, 
as his role indicates that he has the final say. As the judge of rulers, he is seen as the god of justice, 
morality, law and truth.

The clergy of this cult serve as judges where the authority is granted to them by the ruler, and carry a short 
sword as a symbol of their power. Yet, the sword is only for ceremonial reasons and is never used –which is 
taboo. This also symbolises the rational way against the instinct. Any priest who draws his sword is stripped 
of all authorities and banished.

Goods and Services

In settlements, you can purchase various goods and services. Below, you will find a basic list of them and 
average cost in three types of settlements.

Item Hearth Altar Market

Hospitality Services

Meal, breakfast 2¢ 3¢ 4¢

Meal, lunch 3¢ 4¢ 5¢

Meal, dinner 4¢ 5¢ 6¢

Meal, supper 2¢ 6¢ 5¢

Room, common 5¢ 5¢ 8¢

Room, private 12¢ 15¢ 20¢

Ale, pint 1¢ 2¢ 3¢

Wine, pint 4¢ 5¢ 6¢

Grain & stabling for a mount 1¢ 2¢ 2¢

Provisioning

Egg (3 eggs) 1¢ 2¢ 3¢

Bread, (1 loaf) 1¢ 1¢ 2¢

Butter (0,1 kg) 2¢ 3¢ 4¢

Travel Rations, (1 serving) 5¢ 6¢ 7¢

Meat, dried (1 serving) 4¢ 5¢ 6¢

Rice (6 servings) 5¢ 6¢ 8¢

Salt (1 oz) 3¢ 5¢ 5¢

Tarhana (6 servings) 10¢ 12¢ 15¢

Sugar (1 oz) 4¢ 6¢ 10¢

Water, pint 1¢ 1¢ 2¢

Transport

Tack and Harness 15¢ 175¢ 200¢

Yoke 20¢ 25¢ 30¢



Cart 350¢ 400¢ 500¢

Wagon 600¢ 650¢ 750¢

Canoe 450¢ 600¢ 750¢

Barge 800¢ 900¢ 1000¢

Riverboat 1200¢ 1500¢ 2000¢

Ship - 15000¢ 25000¢

Horse 120¢ 140¢ 200¢

Donkey 80¢ 95¢ 100¢

Ox 100¢ 110¢ 125¢

Camel 110¢ 130¢ 150¢

Other Services

Bath (per day) - 60¢ 90¢

Clerk (per day) - 75¢ 80¢

Harlotry (per visit) 25¢ 50¢ 40¢

Healer (per visit) 20¢ 75¢ 80¢

Messenger (per kms) 9¢ 10¢ 12¢

Minstrel (per performance) 15¢ 20¢ 30¢

Table



ADVENTURER
Text

Character Points 
In HEXHUNT, there are three basic character attributes. These are BODY, MIND, and SOUL.

In brief terms, BODY includes everything related to one's physical being, including strength, dexterity, and 
constitution, while MIND, contains anything and everything related to intelligence and wisdom. SOUL, on 
the other hand, is the combination of a character's beliefs, spiritual essence, charisma, and supernatural 
powers --if any.

To assign your character points:
1. Roll 3d6, and choose the second highest die.* 
2. Repeat this process for each attribute.

*During this step, if you roll a doubles or a triples, you’d have to use that roll. In addition, your character 
becomes cursed.  For any checks or Rchecks using that attribute (including using magic), you can only use 
one die. You can lift the curse on your character by accomplishing the tasks detailed in the Quest Generation
section below.

Once you've assigned your character points, note them down on your character sheet. (Or you can just note 
them down on a piece of paper.) Then, check the Character Point Modifier (CHAMO) table and note down your
character's CHAMO for each attribute.

Note: If you would like to play as a magic-user, consider the fact that your Soul CHAMO will serve as your 
mana. For details, see Magick.

Attribute point Modifier

1-2 1

3-4 2

5-6 3

7-8 4

9-10 5

Table

Character point modifiers will also be useful when choosing skills, or any attempt at ability-requiring (big 
or small) acts; such as holding your breath longer than you're accustomed to, or trying a difficult recipe 
you've just learnt. For more details see; Skills.

Hit Points 
A character's hit points (HP) is the total of its BODY points, and its modifier used as dice rolls. Roll #d6s, # 
being your BODY modifier, add your character’s BODY points to the result and note the sum down as your 
hit points. For instance; if your character has 4 in her BODY attribute points with a 2 modifier; her HP would
be 2d6 + 4.

In Hexhunt, healing takes time. When injured, your character must spend the day resting -with at least two 
watches spent sleeping. This means they should refrain from any physical,mental or magical activity, and 
preferably stay in a sheltered environment such as an inn or a camp site. This way, you will be able to heal 1 
HP per day spend resting. Receiving treatment (alms, potions, medical aid, etc.) will provide faster healing.

With each 6 hit points you lose, your hand size decreases 1 card. 



Race
If you would like to use stock fantasy races, refer to the table below to determine the race for your character.
Each class comes with its own bonuses and penalties, which effect gameplay. Either choose as you see fit, or
simply roll a d6 and refer to the table below.

Roll Race Bonus Penalty

1 Halfling ½ ration has no negative effect Hand size reduced -1

2 Goblin +1 mana with nightbound spells Body CHAMO not added on 
checks

3 Dwarf +2 HP Soul CHAMO not added on 
checks

4 Human None None

5 Elf +1 mana with daybound spells Mind CHAMO not added on 
checks

6 Orc +3 HP Mana pool reduced -1

Table

Alignment
Alignments represent your character’s way of life in simple terms. There are three alignments in HEXHUNT; 
Chaos, Order, and Neutral. You may pick your character’s alignment as you fit, or you can roll a d6 and refer 
to the table below.

Roll Attitude

1,2 Chaos

3,4 Neutral

5,6 Order

Table

Characters aligned with Chaos are not automatically evil. They are mostly individualists who consider the 
world as a place where things happen at random, without a greater meaning or purpose underneath –which
may or may not lead them to do evil deeds. 

Characters aligned with Order are not automatically good. They are mostly collectivists who look at the 
world and see an interconnectedness, with a reason and purpose behind it all; but the road to Tartarus is 
paved with good intentions.

Neutral characters are the rest of the individuals who do not belong to the either group and/or ones who do 
not ponder on such abstract concepts. Most of the people in the world are neutral –and your player 
character is probably not one of them as he’s not an NPC.

Class
In HEXHUNT, you play as one of the members of a social class --or you may consider them as archetypes. 
There are four classes, namely; Warrior ( )♠) , Lover (♥)️, Witch ( )♣) , and Lord (♦)️, each of them represented by 
a suit, and every class has its own characteristics, in terms of gameplay, so read all the information about 
each class carefully and only then choose a class for your character.  And once you choose a class, decide the
level of your character, which is indicated by the value of the card. It is recommended to start with a card 
with the value of 1, i.e. as a level-one character. Remove your character card from the deck before playing, 
and keep it in front of you.



Powers
You may consider each class as a different side of humans, each represented by the four phases of the moon.
And each class has its own set of powers which are available to the character, based on its level (as indicated 
by the character card value) and its class.

Class Power focus

♠ Warrior Discard

♥️ Lover Draw

♣ Witch Reveal

♦️ Lord Revive

Table

Each power can be used times equal to the level of your character during a run of the deck. When there is no 
card left in the deck to be drawn, it means the deck has run out. It means that all the powers are refreshed 
for all characters. 

Warrior ( )♠)
The Warrior class is the symbol of the courageous life force in humans, daring, physically apt, and always 
ready to take up new challenges. Its symbol being the new moon, Warrior class characters are the bringers 
of new beginnings, the harbingers of change -even though that change may sometimes be fatal.

Warrior class characters' main focus is discard when it comes to gameplay. 

Lover (♥)️
The Lover class is a representation of what is good, loving, caring, as well as sensual and even lustful in 
humans. A combination of life-giving force and light-heartedness, their symbol is the full moon. Lover class
characters' main focus is draw.

Witch ( )♣
The Witch class is the group of higher-aiming individuals, eager to attain the knowledge, and the power that
is said to lie beyond what is seen. Whatever power they hold, they may use it for good or for evil. As 
messengers of 'the other side' they stand in-between light and dark, and their symbol is the waning moon. 
Witch class characters' main focus is reveal.

Lord (♦)️
The Lord class is a summation of all that is wise and noble in humans. As natural leaders, characters of this 
class tend to use their intellectual powers to cater the needs and requirements of the earthly life. Their 
symbol is the waxing moon. Lord class characters' main focus is revive. 

Background
Creating a background story for your character in Hexhunt is similar to tarot reading. To create an 
overarching story for your character, including a past and a prospective future, you simply draw cards from 
the deck, and interpret the relationship among them according to their positions. 

Below you will find a couple of methods for creating background stories for your character but you may try 
other ones, and invent new ones!

Simple Background Creation
Separate the suits into five different decks. You will not need the Demon cards for this, so you can put them 
aside.

1. Draw one card from the Location (♥)️ deck. This is your homeland.



2. Draw one card from the Episode ( ) deck. This is your birth event.♠
3. Draw two cards from the Mortal ( ) deck. These are your parents. (If you want a bigger family, draw♣

another card, for a sibling.
4. Your class describes your profession/responsibility in your society.
5. Draw two cards from the Theme (♦)️ deck. The first describes your life up to now, and the second 

describes your aspirations. 

Example: For your homeland you drew a 🂧, and for the event that accentuates your birth, you drew a 🂸. 
And for your parents' you drew  and . Your character card is . And finally you drew two cards, one for️🃑 and 🃔. Your character card is 🂡. And finally you drew two cards, one for ️🃔. Your character card is 🂡. And finally you drew two cards, one for ️🂡. And finally you drew two cards, one for
your past life 🃂, and for your aspirations you drew 🃁.

So, you are an inexperienced warrior from a tribe from the valley of the rifts, born of an idiot mother, and a rapist 
father, whom you've never known. You had a better life when you were a kid, and you are waiting for better days to 
arrive.

Alternate Background Creation
As a more detailed character background creation, you can try the alternate method. 

1. Again, separate the suits into five different decks, and set the  Demon cards aside.
2. Draw one card from each suit, following the order (Event, Location, Human, Theme) and place them 

next to each other in a row, face down.
3. Draw one more card from each suit, again following the same order, and place them next to each 

other in another row, face down, matching the upper row.
4. The top row describes your past, and the bottom row describes your present. And the relation 

between each column implies how the events have turned out for you.

Example: For top row, you drew: , ️🂤, 🂺,  , ️🃒 , 🃈. And for your bottom row you drew , ️🂦, 🂵, , ️🃔. Your character card is 🂡. And finally you drew two cards, one for 🃊. And your 
character card is .️🃑 and 🃔. Your character card is 🂡. And finally you drew two cards, one for

You were begotten of a poor witch during a demon hunt by your father, who was on a quest to avenge his 
tribesmen, looking to balance gods-given justice even. And now, you, a witchborn-witch with a charm and 
charisma, are on your way to a holy-noble's feast whose clan controls the plains.

Born poor, you have climbed your way up with your powers to hear the voices of the future, and tell what you have 
heard at the right time to the right people. Also, half of your success belongs to your charismatic personality and 
charm. And this is not enough for you, as you want to dine with the holy-nobles of tribes.

Rolled Background Creation
If cartomancy isn’t your forté, you can always roll 4d6s and refer to the table below.

Roll Social Class Ancestry Origin Personal Story Culture

1 Outcast Advantageous marriage Purchased/Freed Been to prison Semi-nomadic

2 Slave Criminal Foundling Taken one’s life Religious

3 Lower class Merchant Adopted Former priest Artistic

4 Upper class Defeated family Extramarital Paid family debt Scholarly

5 Clergy Folk hero Youngest child Martial

6 Nobility Tragic event Oldest child Civic

Religion
In Hexhunt, beliefs shape societies and individuals. It is what  magic is based upon, and it is faith that gives 
characters their powers. So, unless there is some extraordinary circumstance, each character has faith in 



one or more gods (usually the latter).  And all deities are based upon the celestial bodies. To determine your 
character’s religious beliefs, roll #d6s, # being your character’s Soul CHAMO. For each die result, refer to 
the table. 

Roll Celestial Body

1 Jupiter

2 Venus

3 Saturn

4 Mercury

5 Mars

6 Earth/Moon/Sun

Table

The number of same results in multiple rolls indicate a stronger faith in that particular deity. And if you roll 
a 6, roll an additional d6 (1-2 Earth, 3-4 Moon, 5-6 Sun).

Alternately, you can play a godless, or a heretic character. If you character is godless, he has no access to 
any powers or spells, yet he is not bound by a faith.  Or, he might be a heretic, having his own interpretation
of faith. Most cults originally have been started by heretics and the ‘godless’. So, if you intend to start your 
own; you must first abandon your faith to re-weave it into something new.

Equipping your character
Once you’ve settled the basics of your character; you may now determine how much money he has –as he 
will need to buy equipment and services on his adventures. 

In Hexhunt, the most common unit of exchange is a bronze coin called cent, shown with a (¢) symbol. 
Additionally, there are also silver coins (₵), as well as gold coins (₡). One gold coin equals 10 silver coins, 
which in turn is equal to 100 bronze coins.

To determine the wealth (or the lack of it) of your character, roll 3d6s, choose the highest die. This serves as
your wealth in gold coins (₡) at the beginning of your adventure. Now you can buy any equipment you want 
before you are set on your quest.

Starting a Hunt
In Hexhunt, the main driving force of your adventures throughout the land is hunting. You hunt creatures 
who are said to hold supernatural qualities (which may or may not be true). They are usually called demons 
to denote to their alleged supernatural characteristics, though this does not mean that these creatures are 
evil, or even supernatural. It just means that they are thought to be unusual. 

You may be on a hunt because of your character’s past, or his attitude, beliefs, ambition, greed or simply 
because of his occupation. To determine your target, separate the Demon cards (K, Q, J) from the deck and 
shuffle them. Then draw a card and refer to the table given in the Demons section. This will serve as your 
target. Although, if you have just started playing, it is recommended that you start with the first level 
demon instead of drawing a random card, as a demon’s level indicates how difficult it will be to locate and 
kill it –basically, the whole adventure!

Remove the demon card you have selected from the deck. Then, draw one card from the Episode suit, this 
will answer why you are on your current quest. Next, draw a card from the Mortal suit, which will answer 
who put you on this adventure, and finally, draw a card from the Theme suit; this card will explain how you 
hope to achieve your task. Put the cards in front of you, along with the demon card and interpret their inter-
relations to compose your character’s story for this quest.



You have arrived at your current province (the terrain), as you suspect that this part of the world is where 
that particular demon would be. The source of information may be the legends, the rumours, or simply a 
revelation from your god. 

Rolled Quest Generation
Alternately, you can roll d6 to determine 

Roll Type of Target 
Demon

Character’s
Motivation

Quest 
Source

Expected Outcome Reward Adversaries

1 Terrestrial Personal Map Deliver soulstone None Another demon

2 Subterranean Professional Tome Retrieve treasure Monetary* Archpriest

3 Lucifugous Wealth Dream Make it go away Weapon† Heretics

4 Marine Obligation Zealot Deliver valuable 
body parts.

Armour† A different cult

5 Aërial Atonement Noble Maim it (evidence) Land† Fanatics

6 Leliurium Faith Divine 
inspiration

Kill it (evidence) Estate† Local ruler

To determine the amount of monetary reward you will receive (if you succeed), roll d6s equal to the level of 
the demon you’ve killed. The result is what you receive in gold coins (₡). For items marked with a dagger (†)
roll an additional d6 and refer to the related rewards table.

Additional Quest Generation
If you think being a demon hunter is not enough for you, you can always add one or two from the listed 
additional quests below to your to-do list. Just add up your SOUL attribute score and its related CHAMO and 
spend the sum to purchase quests from the table.
Encu

Name Description Cost

On the run Accused of a crime (innocent or not) 1

Avenger Avenge a family member’s death 2

Banished Return to your homeland alive 3

Oathbringer Fulfil/break an oath 4

Retriever Seek a lost family heirloom 5

Parricide Kill a family member 6

Servant Serve a noble in battle 7

Ally Form an alliance with a local ruler 8

Maker Make a magic item 9

Laid Curse 
If you have rolled doubles or triples during character generation, it means that your character is cursed. To 
lift the curse (and re-roll your that particular attribute score), you must accomplish the related task below.

Roll Doubles Triples

1 Donate a soulstone sliver to temple Donate a soulstone shard to temple

2 Kill 100 heretics and report to clergy Kill 50 priests and report to heretics

3 Buy and free 100 slaves Capture and sell 50 slaves

4 Donate 100 gold to temple Donate 100 gemstones to temple

5 Forge a magical item and donate it Forge a magical item and kill a ruler with it



6 Sacrifice 66 humanoids Sacrifice 666 humanoids



ADVENTURE

Beginning an Adventure
Before beginning your adventure, make sure you have 

• created the terrain (up to the level of detail you prefer)
• rolled your character’s attribute scores  
• decided the race, alignment, class, cult and background of your character
• equipped your character with gear and money
• noted down the demon you’re hunting
• noted all of the above down on the game sheet 
• separated your character card, and the card for the demon you’re hunting from the game deck
• shuffled the deck

And you’re ready to begin.

Time
In HEXHUNT, the day is into divided six watches each of which is four hours long. Day includes morning, noon,
and twilight watches, while night includes evening, fireside, and nightfall watches. 

Watch Name Time of the day

1 Morning Day

2 Noon

3 Twilight

4 Evening Night

5 Fireside

6 Nightfall

Table

The recommended method for timekeeping in HEXHUNT is to use an extra d6 and turn the die after each 
watch. This way, the die can also be used to randomize other events such as encounters.

Each new watch triggers an event; so whenever time moves, activate a new event by drawing a card and 
interpret it accordingly. See Events section for more details.

Travel
There are various types of travel in HEXHUNT, and each describes distance travelled in a watch. (A watch 
consists of four hours.) The distances are given both in kilometres, and acres. An acre is one-twelfth of a 
hex, an covers roughly 2.5 km of distance in any direction.

Type Hearth, Altar, 
Plains, Market

Hill, Mountain, 
Forest, Barrens,
Rift

Max. 

Stroll 5 km (2 acres) 2.5 km (1 acre) 4 (2-1 hex)

Walk 10 km (4 acres) 5 km (2 acres) 3 (3-1.5 hex)

Table

An adventurer can travel (walk or stroll) for four consecutive watches, after which he requires a full day's 
rest (two watches.) This means on type 1 terrain (Hearth, Altar, Plains, Market) one can cover three hexes a 
day by walking, whereas on type 2 terrains (Hill, Mountain, Forest, Barrens, Rift) one can cover one and a half 
hexes per day. Similarly, on type 1 terrain one can cover two hexes a day by strolling.



To pass through a hex, an adventurer must travel through four acres.

Additionally, if you are on mount, use the table below for travel:

Mount Hearth, Altar, 
Plains, Market

Hill, Mountain, 
Forest, Barrens,
Rift

Max. 
travel
consecutive

Horse, Donkey, 
Mule, Camel

10 km  (4 acres) 5 km  (2 acres) 3 (3-1.5 hex)

Wagon  7.5 km  (3 acres) - 2  (1.5 hex)

Table

If you are travelling at night use type 2 terrain (Hill, Mountain, Forest, Barrens, Rift) details for all terrain. You 
cannot haste travel at night.

If the situation requires you to travel in haste, i.e. travel faster than the usual, you can double the distance 
travelled in first one of the consecutive watches spent in travelling. Haste is only possible in type 1 terrain 
(Hearth, Altar, Plains, Market). And a haste travel requires 1 additional watch to attain full day’s rest 
afterwards –a total of three watches.

For waterborne travel; see the table below:

table here

Vision and Visibility
While travelling, you will see lots of things and people, while not even being aware of the existence of 
others. There will be a lot of obstructions such as trees, buildings, rain, fog, elevations, and lack of a light 
source. But if your character is standing on the plains with no elevations on a clear and sunny day, it can see
up to two acres (5 kms). 

Hunger and Thirst
In your travels across the land, you will suffer the effects of hunger and thirst if you are not a careful 
planner, or an unlucky hunter! In Hexhunt, you keep track of your food and water intake daily. At the end of 
every day, which is the sixth watch of the day; Nightfall, if you have not eaten at least a full ration and 3 
litres (six pints) of water, adjust your Hunger and Thirst Index (HTI) accordingly on the character sheet. 

Food Ration

Breakfast ½ ration

Breakfast, full Full ration

Lunch ½ ration

Dinner Full ration

Supper ½ ration

Water

Bota bag 1,5 litres (3 pints)

Bottle 1 litre (2 pints)

Colambre 4 litres (8 pints)

Glass 0.5 litre (1 pint)

Mashk 3.5 litres (7 pints)



Waterskin, small 2 litres (4 pints)

Waterskin, big 3 litres (6 pints)

Table

Note: Since you will adjust your character’s HTI quite often, it might be useful to use some sort of pips for 
it.  

Keep in mind that hunger and thirst will have negative effects on your BODY points, as stated in the 
character sheet.

Encumbrance
Weight in ‘stones’
Your character’s encumbrance is determined by its Body score (with CHAMO added). First, check the Body 
score column to determine your character’s weight, then refer to the unburdened column for the amount of 
maximum weight your character can carry, without being effected negatively; i.e. being burdened, while 
extended amounts of time for travel and combat. The values are shown in kilograms, with the unburdened 
capacity shown also in pounds (lb), with one kilogram being approximately equal to two pounds.

Body Score 
(total)

Weight Unburdened 

3 45 13 (26 lb)

4 60 18 (36 lb)

5 75 22 (44 lb)

6 90 27 (54 lb)

7 105 31 (62 lb)

8 120 36 (72lb)

9 135 40 (80 lb)

A burdened character  ???

Equipment
In your adventures, your character will need some items which will help him/her. This section lists the basic
tools, weapons, and armour your character might need. And as always, you can invent new ones.

The prices given here are average and during your adventures, various forces such as war, location of the 
market, etc. may affect the prices.

Weapons
Below is a list of basic weaponry and their related damage information based on a d6 roll. Magic user 
characters (Witch, Lover) are usually not familiar with the use of weapons; with their choices being limited 
to the weapons marked with an asterisk (*). Although this is not true for every magic user, that is usually 
the case.

Weapon 1 2 3 4 5 6 Cost Weight  (lb)

Melee

Axe, hand 40¢ 4

Axe, battle 75¢ 6



Club* 30¢ 2

Dagger* 20¢ 1

Flail 45¢ 8

Javelin 40¢ 2

Lance 60¢ 8

Mace, light* 50¢ 4

Mace, heavy 80¢ 6

Sceptre* 10¢ 2

Spear, thrown (S) 25¢ 4

Spear, melee 30¢ 4

Staff* 15¢ 1

Sword, short 40¢ 2

Sword, long 60¢ 4

Ranged

Arrow (10) 10¢ 1 (10 pieces)

Bolt (10) 10¢ 1 (10 pieces)

Bow, short (M) 150¢ 1

Bow, long (L) 250¢ 2

Crossbow (S) 400¢ 4

Sling (M)* 25¢ -

Stone 1¢ 2 (10 pieces)

Brawl

Brawl, bite

Brawl, kick

Brawl, punch

Table

Range: The values S, M, L  next to ranged weapons given in brackets indicate their range, S being short, M 
being medium, and L being long range.  A short range weapons is effective in 25 yards (5 hexes), a medium 
range weapon is effective in 50 yards (10 hexes), and a long range weapon is effective in 75 yards (15 hexes).
(The values given in hexes are to be used in tactical mode combat.) For any attempt at a target beyond the 
indicated range gives the attack roll -1 penalty per five yards (1 hex).

Armour
Below is a list of basic armour and the armour levels provided. Equipped armour, depending on its type 
(crude, common, or craft) provides a defense modifier (DEFMO) which absorbs any damage equal to or lower 
than its value. 

Armour Crude Common Craft Cost Weight (lb)

Hide 1 1 2 25¢ 16

Helmet 1 2 2 20¢ 4

Leather, padded - 1 2 40¢ 10

Leather, studded - 2 3 45¢ 14

Mail, chain - 2 3 200¢ 30

Mail, scale - 3 4 500¢ 40



Mail, plate - 4 5 750¢ 60

Shield, buckler 1 2 3 25¢ 6

Shield, medium - 2 4 35¢ 10

Shield, tower - 3 5 100¢ 14

Table

All costs given above are for crude versions of armour. To determine the cost of common or craft versions, 
roll a d6 for common and roll 2d6 for craft, and interpret the result as gold coins, and add it to the crude 
cost. Craft versions of any armour can only be found in Armoury shops of Market hexes (i.e. cities). 
Otherwise, they are rare. 

Other Equipment

And here is a list of equipment you might need in your adventures.

Item Cost

Belt 5¢

Boots 10¢

Cap 5¢

Cloak 17¢

Gloves 85¢

Gown 25¢

Robe 20¢

Shoes 15¢

Surcoat 15¢

Sword scabbard 15¢

Tabard 16¢

Tunic 20¢

Vest 15¢

Table

Miscellaneous Equipment

Item Cost

Backpack 20¢

Bedroll 10¢

Blanket 14¢

Belt pouch 2¢

Chest, small 10¢

Chalk 1¢

Fish hook 25¢

Fishing net 15¢

Flint and steel 9¢

Grappling hook 8¢



Hammer 20¢

Iron pot 10¢

Ladder 5¢

Lantern 6¢

Lock 15¢

Oil, burning (per litre) 3¢

Rope (10m) 10¢

Sack 2¢

Tent 35¢

Lockpick set 30¢

Torch 10¢

Waterskin (3 litres) 10¢

Table

Animal Companions
As a lone adventurer, you may choose to own an animal companion in your journeys. Below is a list of 
available companions for you to purchase with your starting money.

Name HP Movement Cost Rations per day

Bear 4 2 500¢ Full ration x3

Cat 1 1 50¢ ½ ration

Crow 1 1/2(f) 100¢ ½ ration

Dog 1 2 80¢ Full rations

Falcon 1 1/3(f) 150¢ ½ ration

Hound 2 2 100¢ Full rations

Adventuring
Besides the basic acts of travelling, fighting enemies, and exploring points of interests and dungeons, you 
will perform other actions, which directly or indirectly contribute to your efforts in hunting the demon you 
are after. These including visiting towns, camping in the wilderness, buying and selling things, etc., all of 
which you can do as you see fit, without a need for gameplay mechanics. But if you would like to have the 
rules laid out for you, see the rules below for basic actions such as fishing, foraging, hunting, sensing 
direction, healing, making alms, climbing, tracking, sensing weather, herding animals, and falconry. A check
would suffice for most activities.

Finding Food

Fishing (1 watch)
This action allows you to catch fish with either hooks or nets. If successful, refer to the table below to 
determine the number of fish caught in a watch (four hours).

Result Day Night

Partially successful 1d6+3 1d6+1

Successful 2d6+6 2d6+3

Alternately, you can simply spend a watch and discard a card from your hand, card value serving as the 
number of fish you caught.



Foraging: (1 watch) 
This action enables a character to identify, locate and collect edible plants in an acre of wildland in a watch 
(four hours), and collect 1d6+1 rations, if the check is successful. 

Hunting (1 watch)
An action to find, stalk and get close to game. The probability of such a thing is affected by the elements of 
terrain, season. In some cases partial success (P) would be enough, while in others only full success (F) is 
required for a chance to attack.

Terrain Winter Spring Summer Fall

Hill F P/F P/F F

Forest P/F P/F P/F P/F

Plains F P/F P/F P/F

Rift F P/F P/F F

Mountain F P/F P/F F

Barrens F P/F P/F F

No hunt is possible during night, and the preferred time of the day is early morning or early evening; as 
animals tend to be more active during these periods. A hunt usually takes one watch (four hours).

Once you succeed in spotting and tracking an animal based on the table above, first determine the distance 
between you and the animal by rolling 3d6s and interpreting the result as yards (approximately equals to 
one meter). Afterwards, you may try attacking the animal as you would attack any enemy, preferably with a 
missile weapon. There are three types of game; small (S), medium (M), and large (L). Small game requires 
one successful hit to kill, medium two, and large three. And instead of attacking, you may choose to discard 
# cards from your hand, # being the number of successful hits to kill the animal.

As a hunter, your character has also experience in skinning an animal as well as basic butchering skills. It 
takes about one additional hour to skin and butcher an small animal, whereas it would require two hours for
a medium-sized animal, and four hours for a large animal for the same task. Below you’ll find a basic list of 
game animals and their related information.

Game Size Usually found in

Antelope M Plains, Forest

Bison L Plains

Buffalo L Plains

Bushbuck S Forest, Plains

Caribou L Forest, Plains

Common 
eland

L Plains

Elk L Plains, Forest

Feral camel L Plains, Rift, Barrens

Hare S Hill, Forest, Plains, Rift, Barrens

Ibex M Hill, Mountain

Impala M Hill, Forest, Plains, 

Kangaroo M Forest, Plains

Oribi S Forest, Plains, Rift



Rabbit S Hill, Forest, Plains, Rift, Barrens

Rhino L Plains, Water

Springbok M Plains, Barrens

Steenbok S Forest, Plains, Rift

Wild boar S Hill, Forest, Plains, Rift, Barrens

Wild bull L Plains

Wild goat M Hill, Forest, Plains, Rift, 
Mountain, Barrens

Wild pig S Hill, Forest, Plains, Rift, Barrens

Wildbeest L Forest, Plains, Rift, Barrens

Birds

Anser S Forest, Plains, Rift, Water

Duck S Forest, Plains, Rift, Water

Emu M Plains, Rift, Barrens, Water

Fowl S Forest, Plains, Rift, Water

Francolin S Hill, Forest, Plains, Mountain

Goose S Forest, Plains, Rift, Water

Grouse S Hill, Forest, Mountain, Barrens

Partridge S Forest, Plains

Perdix S Plains, Rift, Barrens

Pheasant S Forest, Plains, Rift

Quail S Hills, Forest, Plains, Rift

Turkey S Hills, Forest, Plains, Rift

Alternatively, you can set up a trap by playing a card from your hand, and roll a d6 -card value serving as 
the success threshold. Then refer to the table below.

Result Game

Failure No game

Success, partial Medium game

Success, full Large game

It takes a watch (four hours) for an animal to be caught in your trap. 

Survival

Direction sense
When travelling off-road, you should roll for a check for every 4 watches (1 full day) you travel. And if you 
fail, your character gets lost. Dungeon?? In such a case, roll an additional d6 to determine the direction your
character is actually travelling toward, and refer to the table below. 

Roll Direction

1 North-east 

2 South-east

3 South



4 South-west

5 North-west

6 North

A lost character can re-orient himself when he reaches a settlement, a landmark (such as a point of 
interest), a road, when he interacts with an NPC, or when you discard a card from your hand.

Healing
A character performing this action is knowledgable about the ways of medicine to treat the wounded, 
poisoned, infected, etc., as well as providing first aid and doctoring. 

Based on the type of health condition

Rolls Condition Effect

1 Critical injury Discard hand, lose 1d6 HP

2 Severe injury Discard 2 cards, lose 1d6 HP

3-4 Hurt Discard 1 card / lose 2 HP

5 Minor injury Discard 1 card

6 Uninjured

Herbalism
Your character attempts to identify plants required to prepare potions, balms, ointments, etc. for medical, 
religious purposes, and prepare such medicinal and ceremonial substances. Additionally, they can prepare 
herb-based poisons. To determine the specifics of the substance, roll d6 and refer to the table below.

Roll Time 
required

Amount
produced

Availability 
for use

Use 
frequency

Effectiveness 
(per dose)

1 Injected A watch single-use After a day Once a day 1 HP

2 Inhaled Three hours 2 doses After a watch Twice a day 2 HP

3 Inhaled Three hours 3 doses After three hours Three times a day 1d6 HP

4 Ingested Two hours 4 doses After two hours Once every other day 1d6+1 HP

5 Ingested Two hours 5 doses After an hour Once a week 1d6+2 HP

6 Absorbed 
through skin

One hour 6 doses Immediately Single use 2d6+1 HP

 
Mountaineering
This is an attempt at climbing difficult and/or dangerous surfaces with the use of hammer, pitons and 
ropes.  When equipped properly, no skill check is required. Otherwise, a skill check is required. If successful, 
a d6 is rolled to determine the number of yards climbed. Both rolls (one for check, other for distance 
travelled) are repeated until the character arrives at the intended spot, gives up, or falls. When falling an 
Rcheck is required, receiving -1 penalty for each 6 yards. If you fail your check upon falling, which means 
that your character was not able to hold on to something, or land in a controlled manner, roll an additional 
d6 and refer to the table below.

Roll Effect

1 Lose # HP, # being equal to yards you’ve fallen.

2 Broken bone. 
(1 – left leg, 2 – right leg, 3 – left arm, 4 – 
right arm, 5-6 – rib cage)



3 Unconscious for d6 minutes.

4 Hit your head, causing headaches for d6 days.

5 Shoulder dislocated.

6 Bruised; minor bleeding.

Keep in mind that climbing is a slow and tedious process.

Tracking
This is an action to identify and follow the trail of creatures or characters across the land. When rolling the 
check, the terrain modifiers are applied.

Terrain Tracking 
modifier

Hill -1

Forest +2

Plains +3

Rift +1

Mountain -2

Barrens +1

The tracking check must be renewed for each acre travelled,  and if the check fails, the track is lost --or you 
can discard one card from your hand per acre and continue tracking.

Weather sense
This action is an attempt to predict the weather for the next two watches (eight hours) –such as if it will 
rain or not, or if it will get warmer/colder, etc.

Animal Handling

Herdsman
This is an attempt to calm an agitated beast such as cow, horse, donkey, sheep, etc. Additionally you can 
attempt to break a captured feral steed in 1d6+1 days if successful.

Falconry
This action is an attempt to train falcons to do his bidding such as hunting (killing bird’s natural prey, and 
retrieving it), guarding (shrieking when the guarded spot is approached by other individuals), homing 
(returning to familiar spot), and tracking (following a creature’s path and leading the falconer through the 
same way).

It takes about a d6 weeks (or d6 cards discarded from hand) to establish a bond between the bird and the 
falconer, and requires additional d6 weeks (or cards discarded from hand) for each of the four skills listed 
above to be acquired by the falcon. Only young birds are available for training. In addition to falcons, hawks 
and owls can also be trained.

Worship

Visiting shrines
Visiting shrines, and performing religious duties in the holy locations will grant your blessing of your 
character’s god. This is an automatic action; meaning that it requires no skill check. This action can only be 
performed at a religious centre (Altar). Roll 2d6s to determine the offering required and the effect of the 
worship.



Roll Offering Effect

1 1d6x10¢

2 1d6x10₵

3 1d6₡ You are fully healed after a rest in the temple.

4 Oxen You are blessed; receiving +1 to all checks for a week.

5 Horse You are god’s chosen; draw 1d6 cards.

6 Human Your god puts you to test: refer to the Divine Call table below.

Pilgrimage
- oath
- abstaining from X, Y, Z

Purifying/Destroying soulstone
The action of purifying, with the intention of making the soulstone available for later use, unless an 
extreme case occurs, should be performed at a central temple by the archpriests, as it requires an adamant 
faith and arcane knowledge. Roll a d6 to determine the details of the ritual.

Roll Donation 
to temple

Duration Offering Salvage
Probability

1 3d6 gold Six days 6d6 Doves 64-66

2 2d6 gold Five days 2d6 Sheep 41-46

3 1d6 gold Four days 3d6 Goats 31-56

4 3d6 silver Three days 3d6 Oxen 21-46

5 2d6 silver Two days 4d6 Horses 11-36

6 1d6 silver One day 5d6 Slaves 11-61

Socialising 

Collecting Rumours 

Rumours are what the inhabitants of a settlement know about others and their surroundings. They direct 
your character to treasure or trouble, and provide valuable (or sometimes useless) information.

Whenever you enter a Hearth, Altar, or Market hex, you may choose to give the locals an ear. Keep in mind 
that such information gathering requires time and money. So, first of all, decide how much you are willing 
to spend: first roll a d6 and consult the table below:

Hex type Money Time

Hearth 1d6+20¢ two watches

Altar 2d6+50¢ four watches

Market 3d6+80¢ three watches

Table

Once you have spent the required resources and triggered any events as the time required passes, you roll a 
MIND check (i.e. roll a d6). You may try this # times if you fail, # being your Mind CHAMO. 

Once you succeed, roll 2d6s and consult the tables below for the type of rumour you collected:



Roll TYPE Location Agenda Act

1-2 Location Point of interest Politics Task

3-4 Agenda Dungeon History Jobs

5-6 Act Settlement Religion Crimes

Table

Roll Point of Interest Dungeon Settlement Direction

1 Inhabited pond Lair Encampment s1 (Northeast)

2 Restless graveyard Cave Village s2 (Southeast)

3 Wailing grove Crypt Thieves’ Den s3 (South)

4 Everburning fire Burial mound Secret temple s4 (Southwest)

5 Enchanted stone circle Abandoned mine Outpost s5 (Northwest)

6 Haunted tower Den Raider Camp s6 (North)

Table

Collecting rumours about a Location give you an additional chance to re-roll for a point of interest, dungeon, 
or settlement if you go to the next hex located in the direction described, even when you have previously 
explored that hex.  

You may collect rumours from a settlement only once a month.

Roll Politics History Religion

1 Martial law will be announced because
of a suspected insurrection.

Tomb of the founding father has been recently 
located.

A new temple will be built –a new tax to
be introduced.

2 Heavy tax planned for all foreigners. Ancestral lands are going to be conquered; 
declaration of war imminent.

Harsher punishment of heresy is 
planned.

3 A marriage between noble houses is 
planned.

Peace talks with historical enemies to boost 
trade is close to finalizing.

A new oracle is located. 

4 A coup d'état is brewing. A return to the veneration of former deities is 
considered for political reasons.

A new religious holiday to be introduced
–with human sacrifice.

5 An expedition is planned. An underground system of catacombs has been 
unearthed –remains of the original founders of 
the settlement.

The archpriest is actually a demon.

6 A call to arms will be announced. An ancient battleground has been located. A new cult will be officially embraced by
the government.

Table

Roll Task Jobs Crimes

1 Feed the poor Retrieve Steal

2 Donate money to temple Deliver Threaten

3 Recruit a henchman Collect Smuggle

4 Proselytize Escort Bribe

5 Free a slave Defend Raid

6 Gift magic item to ruler Kill Assassinate

Table



Roll JOBS Retrieve* Deliver† Collect* Escort† Defend‡ Kill

1 Retrieve Gemstone Cargo Tiger fang Outcast Watchtower Criminal

2 Deliver Iron ore Letter Fox tail Slave Military 
encampment 

Slaver

3 Collect Tiger fur Sealed 
chest

Eagle feather Lower 
class

Mine Heretic

4 Escort Ivory Artefact Bear fur Upper class Granary A merchant

5 Defend Book Slave Fish Clergy Warehouse A priest

6 Kill Amulet Livestock Wolf pelt Nobility Livestock A noble
* For amount of items needed in Retrieve and Collect categories, roll 2d6 and add 1.
† For the destination, refer to the Destination table below.
‡ For this type of job, roll for Villain when you arrive at the destination.

Table

Roll Time Reward Deliver & Escort
Destination

1 1d6 days+2 2d6+50¢ Nearest settlement

2 2d6 days+3 2d6+70¢ Nearest Hearth

3 3d6 days+4 3d6+50¢ Nearest Altar

4 One week 3d6+100¢ Nearest Market

5 Two weeks 4d6+150¢ Nearest Coast

6 One month 4d6+200¢ Farthest settlement

Table

Roll CRIMES Steal Threaten Smuggle Bribe Raid Assassinate

1 Steal Ring Rival criminal Slaves An accountant Merchant 
Caravan

Merchant

2 Threaten Amulet Civil servant Weapons Scribe Granary Commander

3 Smuggle Spear Honest 
merchant

Banned 
religious texts

Judge Stockpile Land-owner

4 Bribe Dagger Priest of a 
different cult

Artefact Guardsman Armoury Priest

5 Raid Sceptre Warrior Holy person Priest Treasury Noble woman

6 Assassinate Horn Noble Wenches Local ruler Palace Noble’s child

Table

Use the table above in combination with the NPC table to determine the details of the individuals involved, 
such as the source of information, or the client, and/or the target, etc.

Of course, they are rumours at the end of the day, and may not be correct information. To find out, your 
character will need to go there, and explore!

Hiring Henchmen



During your adventures, you will need help of others both in killing and in staying alive. For all services, 
henchmen are available in all settlements (Hearth, Altar, Market). There are two types of henchmen; 
mercenaries, who are willing to fight to earn their living, and servants; who are offering non-violent services
but may have to fight.  Additionally, you may hire shamans, who can use spells. 

As a general rule, henchmen do not have powers and cannot use them. 

You may hire # number of henchmen, # being your Soul CHAMO. To employ a henchman, first you must 
visit a settlement’s social space –the agora, the marketplace, the inn, etc., and invest in some money for 
frequenting inns, for posting notices and alike. You must spend 1d6+10¢ for villages (Hearth), 1d6+20¢ for 
towns and religious centres (Altar), and 1d6+30¢ for cities (Market). It takes one full week (six days) for 
candidates to respond, so you should either state a meeting point beforehand, or stay in that particular 
settlement for six days. Once one full week has passed, you roll 1d6  for villages (Hearth), 2d6s for for towns
and religious centres (Altar), and 3d6s for cities (Market), to determine the number of applicants. Use the 
table below to detail the applicants. Then hire as you see fit.

Roll Type Weapon Armour Alignment Knowledge* Share demand

1 Servant Dagger None Chaos Tracking %25

2 Servant Staff None Neutral Direction sense %15

3 Mercenary Club None Neutral Herbalism %10

4 Mercenary Sling Hide Neutral Mountaineering %7

5 Mercenary Sword, short Helmet Neutral Healing %5

6 Shaman Bow, short Buckler Order Hunting None
*Provides +1 bonus for all your checks in the related action, as long as the henchman is with you.

Hiring cost is calculated on a daily basis; with servants charging 5¢ per day, whereas mercenaries and 
shamans charge 1d6+10¢ per day. The first time you employ a henchman, discard one card from your hand.

Employing a henchman expands your hand size by 1, as long as he is accompanying you.

A shaman knows, and can use 1d6 spells out of his type’s catalogue every week. Roll for his spell catalogue is
repeated every week.

Roll Type Spell list

1 Trickster Vision, Confuse, Silence, Dark vision, Serenity, Provoke

2 Beastmaster Taunt, Howl, Summon, Serenity, Resonance, Unity

3 Brawler Bash, Stun, Brawl, Frenzy, Hex, Defiance

4 Aetheron Tribal Rites, Epiphany, Vengeance, Dark Reaping, Punish

5 Lich Devour, Impale, Sacrifice, Blood ritual, Animator, Leech

6 Healer Sanctuary, Blessing, Resolve, Exalted, Cleansing, Resonance

Table

Interacting with NPCs
During your adventures you’ll meet many individuals, some of whom you might want to have a chat with. 
By following the rules below, you can emulate the basics of conversation. To ask simple questions

1. First, check the NPC’s attitude; hostile, neutral, or friendly. 

2. Then, roll for a SOUL check, if successful; refer to the table below.

Roll Simple 
Question

Attitude Dialogue Roll Modifier



1-2 I don’t know Hostile Soul CHAMO not added to check.

3-4 No Neutral

5-6 Yes Friendly You may try asking again if you 
have more than 1 Soul CHAMO.

And for complex questions, 
1. Check the NPC’s attitude. You can only ask complex questions if NPC’s attitude is either neutral or 

friendly.
2. Roll for a SOUL check, if successful; move on to next step. (If failure, discard 1 card.)
3. Discard # cards from your hand, # being the level of information. (And for neutral NPCs, discard one 

additional card.)
4. You now have the information.

Level of 
information

Complex
question

2 Who

2 What

3 Where

3 When

4 How

5 Why

Exploration
Exploration lies at the heart of HEXHUNT; travelling freely, and surviving against adversaries and nature. 
When you are in a hex, you may choose to spend two watches (three, if it’s night time) to explore the 
surroundings. You may explore each hex only once. To explore, roll a d6 and refer to the table below:

Roll Outcome

1 Nothing

2 Nothing/Rumours*

3 Villain

4 Incident

5 Thing

6 Dungeon

* Rumours only available if you are in a settlement (a Hearth, Altar, or a Market hex.)

Exploring Points of Interest
Points of interest are gateways to adventure; so the more time you spend in and around them, the more 
trouble (or treasure!) you will encounter. To explore any point of interest, simply declare that you will spend
# watches exploring. Of course, spending watches exploring triggers events. Usually, spending two or three 
watches at a point of interest should explore it for the time being, (of course you can return to it later, to 
encounter more treasure –or trouble!)

Exploring Dungeons
Compared to the boundless horizons of the world, what lies underneath is dark, tight, twisted and 
claustrophobic! As its scale is miniscule, there is no movement limit in a dungeon when exploring. The 
dungeon hex grid consists of five-yard (or ten-pace) wide hexes, which is roughly equal to five meters. To 



explore, step in any dungeon, and just make sure that you use the specified dungeon map grid, as well as 
dungeon events.

Exploring a single level dungeon usually shouldn’t take more than one watch (four hours), so in a way, time
slows down when your character enters a dungeon. 



COMBAT
Sooner or later, an adventurer puts himself in a tight spot, out of which he can only get by sheer might. And 
during these moments of fate, you will have to fight. Although it is suggested to avoid unnecessary combat 
(and try to overcome situations in non-violent ways, which allows for smart and fun gameplay on player’s 
side) as a hunter of demons, there will be a time in which your sword must sing. 

In Hexhunt, there are two types of combat resolution. One is called hack, and the other is called tactics.

Hack combat rules
After encountering a villain (or getting yourself in trouble some other way), follow the steps given below to 
resolve combat in hack mode. (For this mode, you only need the HP detail of the foe you’re facing. See the 
Bestiary section for HP details for all villains.)

1. Roll a d6 to determine how long the combat will take. The roll will serve as the number of rounds. 
(You may use the die as the counter.) A round is about 10-seconds long. 

2. Draw one card from the deck for each enemy you face, and place them in front of you, face down.
3. Your Body CHAMO serves as the number of attacks you can do in a round, and you can attack by 

rolling a die, playing a card from your hand, or a combination of the two, as long as your Body 
CHAMO allows. For example, if your Body CHAMO is 2, it means you can either roll 2d6s or roll 1 d6 
and play one card, or play two cards. (You may choose to distribute your attacks among enemies. 
You must declare this before the next step.) 

Alternately, you may choose to attempt casting a spell or using a power. In that case follow the rules 
described in Magick section. For spells, you must discard the spell card from your hand, then roll as 
your Soul CHAMO (i.e. mana) allows. And for powers, discard the mana required from your hand, 
discard the power card, and put the card’s power into action. Instead, you may choose to activate 
your character’s power (if available) freely, without the need for a die roll or playing a card.

Or, you may choose to do an action, (such as solving a puzzle, or pulling up a lever, etc.). In such a 
case, roll a check, i.e. d6 and add the related CHAMO for an attempt at task.

The same rules apply to your henchmen as well (if you have any.) 

You may choose to stand still and not do anything (although that would be unusual in combat), the 
enemy registers a hit, and you lose one HP. 

4. You reveal the enemy card(s) and compare it with your die roll (or the value of the card you play. If 
it’s a DEMON card, it’s always a hit/success).  The one with the higher value succeeds. (And for 
enemies, if it’s a DEMON card, it means a critical, or use of special abilities, if any.) Any enemy card 
that is not challenged (i.e. not die roll or card played against) automatically registers a hit.

For ranged attacks, the same rules apply, but if it’s a ranged vs. melee type of combat, after each  
round, roll a d6 and refer to the table below for NPC reaction (until the NPC covers the ground 
between himself and the attacker.)

Roll Reaction

1-2 Charge

3-4 Take cover

5-6 Disengage

5. Next, subtract one from the combatant HP who lost the round. (And if your roll multiple dice and 
the result is double or triple; it’s a critical; in that case subtract two.)

6. Move all played cards into the discard pile.
7. This ends one round of combat, repeat steps 2-6 until your reach the maximum number of rounds 

determined in step 1 (or until either of the parties dies).



You may choose to disengage earlier (of course, to fight another day!). In that case, you lose one HP and 
discard your hand. And if both parties are still alive as you reach the maximum number of rounds you may 
choose to continue fighting, by re-starting from step 1, or disengage without any penalty.

Note: In hack combat mode, your Body CHAMO is your HP. So, be careful!

Perils & Boons
For more flavour in your quick combat, you may choose to make use of perils & boons for more detailed 
criticals. They affect your attack. 

Roll Doubles Triples

1 Your weapon breaks. You injure yourself. (-1HP)

2 Your weapon misses the target. You stumble, giving your foe an attack chance.

3 Your weapon falls out of your hand. You slip and fall.

4 Your attack frightens the foe, requiring a morale 
check.

You act so swiftly, finding another chance to 
attack.

5 A soul-burning attack, burning your foe’s mana 
fully.

It’s a cleave attack, giving the same damage to 
two nearby foes –left and right.

6 With a huge blow, you slash a limb of the foe. 
(Roll for body part)

You attack a vital part instantly killing the foe.

Table

Roll Body part

1 Left leg

2 Right leg

3 Left arm

4 Right arm

5 Torso

6 Head

Table

Tactical combat rules
The tactical combat mode (tactics for short) is for when you would like to zoom in on combat, to decide where
to stand, how to flank, etc., and command your units in a more detailed way. This mode of combat is most 
suitable for ‘boss fights’. For more details on boss villains, see Demons section.

For this method of combat resolution, it is recommended that you use miniatures to represent your 
character and the villains. Anything that can represent your character (such as a counter, a coin, etc.) is a 
miniature.

Note: As tactical combat is more intricate, make sure you have determined the details of all foes (i.e. HPs 
rolled, weapons, armour, -if any) all assigned and noted down before the combat begins.

Follow the steps given below to resolve combat in tactics mode:



1. Set the scene: Using the combat hex grid (given at the end of this document) place the villain(s), as 
well as your character (and henchmen, if any) at the appropriate positions; interpreting the context 
the character and NPCs were in before the combat phase. (If you have no clue, simply place the 
enemy at the centre and roll a d6 to determine the distance between the foe and your character. 
Place your character # hexes away from the enemy, # being the roll.) On the combat grid, one hex is
equal to five yards (approximately five meters, or ten paces.)

2. Start the round: Draw a card from the game deck. Each card drawn represents one round 
(approximately 10 seconds) of combat, and the suit represents the superior party during that one 
round. If the card drawn belongs to the ♥ ️or ♦ ️suit, it means that the initiative belong to your 
character(s), and if the card drawn belongs to  or ♠ ♣ suit, it means that the initiative belongs to the
foe(s). 

The unit(s) of the party with the initiative may move, act or attack. The value of the card represents 
the command points that the superior party (i.e. one with the initiative) can spend in that particular 
round. Each action costs 1 command point per unit. 

If the card drawn is a face card (K, Q, J) you may command all your units, regardless of command 
points.

3. Resolve round: For acts, roll the required checks. For moves, move the units into their desired 
locations. For attack, roll the Body check, and if successful, roll the damage dice and compare with 
DEFMO, then subtract the successful damage from the receiver’s hit points. 

4. Check Morale: Roll for morale if necessary, and refer to the morale table.
5. Start the next round: Discard all played cards. Re-start from step 2.

Movement, Engagement, and Attacking
A unit may move and then attack. Units do not have to move, but they must move before they attack. If using
missile attack, a unit may only move or attack.  Only one unit may occupy a hex at a time, and units may not
move through other units. 

After a move command you order, you move your character in the direction you want up to its movement 
allowance. (Your Body CHAMO shows how many hexes you can move in a round.) 

It must be noted that as your character moves, if it passes through a hex adjacent to an enemy, it 
automatically becomes engaged and its movement ends. If you prefer, you can continue your movement, but 
first you must attempt to disengage: take a free hit (lose 1 HP), and roll a Body check, and continue if your 
check is successful. Once engaged, you can disengage either by the method provided above or when the 
enemy dies/attempts at a disengage.

For NPC movements, a move is always toward the enemy (unless a morale check dictates otherwise.) If there 
are multiple targets for the NPC, it is assumed that the unit moves towards the closest one. If the enemies 
are in equal distance away, roll a d6 to determine the movement direction (front only):

Roll Direction

1-2 Left

3-4 Straight

5-6 Right

Table

Use the same table for retreat caused by a failed morale check (but this time back only).

Additionally, if a unit’s all three sides on front are occupied by enemy combatants, it means the unit is 
surrounded and cannot move.



If it’s a ranged vs. melee type of combat, after each round, do a morale check for the attacked unit to 
determine its reaction. If successful, the NPC charges until the it covers the ground between itself and the 
attacker (or become engaged).

In the  tactical combat mode, you may declare that your unit is charging, and getting an additional +1 
movement by spending an extra command point. A unit may charge freely when an enemy has disengaged 
in the previous round, or is retreating. 

If you, as the tactical mastermind, see that it is fit to retreat, you may succeed a Mind check, discard all the 
cards in your hand and end the combat by getting -1 hit points per adjacent enemy.

After an attack command you order, first; do a Body check. You may use # number of dice to maximise your 
attack’s success, or you may roll # dice separately for multiple attacks in a single round, # being your Body 
CHAMO. If successful, roll the attack die and refer to target’s DEFMO, subtract any inflicted damage from 
the target’s hit points. 

For ranged attacks, there should be an unobstructed line of sight between the attacker and the target. 
Additionally, the target must be within the attack range. (Short: 5 hexes, Medium: 10 hexes, Long: 15 hexes).
Firing while obstructed will require a check by the attacker, which, when failed, causes the missile to hit the
obstructor instead of the intended target.  You cannot attack with a ranged weapon when engaged.

Act
After an act command your order, such as solving a puzzle or jumping off of a wagon, use the related 
attribute score for a check, roll the die and refer to the check result table. If it’s a casting a spell (low magic),
discard the spell card, decide on the number of dice you'd like to use to cast, (1, 2, or 3 depending on your 
Soul CHAMO) and roll the dice. Add up the results and refer to the spellcasting table, and interpret the spell 
accordingly. And if you'd like to activate a power (high magic), discard the mana required for the power 
from your hand (its sum must be equal or more than the magic level), discard the power card, and activate 
the card's power. For more detail, see Magick section.

If a unit is to act, it cannot get any other commands during the round. For a successful NPC act, roll the 
related check and advance the scene accordingly.

Surprise
If you are attacking from a hidden position, setting up an ambush or anything similar, you get a free hit in 
the first round. Then you proceed as usual.

Morale
Morale is how combatants feel under stress during combat. There are various situations that may require a 
morale check. A morale check is done by rolling a d6 and adding Soul CHAMO to it. The table below shows 
when a morale check is needed:

Morale check conditions

When the first unit dies from the same party.

When a unit hits someone from your party with a 
critical.

When a unit is surrounded by enemies.

When a retreating unit from the same party 
is/moves through your adjacent hex.

When your party loses its numbers advantage.

Table



If the morale check fails, in the next round, regardless of the command given, the character retreats; 
moving away from the enemy up to its maximum movement allowance. To choose a direction, roll a d6 and 
refer to the direction table above. 



MAGICK
Before you read this section, know that you can completely skip it, and play the game without ever using 
magic; if you prefer a low-life, dirty-gritty style sword-and-sorcery gameplay. You may still use magic for 
NPCs in that style of gameplay. 

Sources of Magic
In the world of Hexhunt, the only source of magic is belief. Thus, only holy men and women (shamans, 
priests, etc.) of a cult can cast a spell or wield supernatural powers. This assumes a heterogenic fauna of 
various religious cultures –mostly vying for dominance over others. In addition, almost all cults have their 
own holy symbol, or some sort of matter the believers consider sacred, which is required for the use of magic.
For more details see Cults and Deities section.

Types of Magic
In Hexhunt, there are mainly two types of magic; Daybound, which includes Light (♥)️ and Sky (♦)️ suits, 
and Nightbound which includes Warrior ( ) and Witch (♠ ♣) suits. And of the four classes, only two; Lover and
Witch classes can access magic.

Type Caster class Spell list

Daybound Lover (♥)️ Serenity, Sanctuary, Epiphany, Provocation, Resolve, Guiding Light, Resonance, 
Exalted, Harmony, Punish, Charge, Smite, Provoke, Defiance, Vengeance, 
Cleansing, Dark Reaping, Animator, Leech

Nightbound Witch (♣) Bash, Stun, Taunt, Brawl, Howl, Leap, Warcry, Frenzy, Devour, Impale, Hex, 
Weaken, Summon, Vision, Sacrifice, Confuse, Silence, Tribal Rites, Blood Ritual, 
Dark Vision

Table

Daybound magic must be cast during day or under a source of light, whereas nightbound magic must be cast
during night or in shadows.

Magic is divided into two levels, regardless of its type; low magic and high magic. Low magical effects are 
simply called spells, whereas high magical effects are called powers. To cast any magic, be it low or high, 
your character must belong to a magic-using class; either Lover (♥)️ or Witch (♣).

Low Magic: Spells and how to cast them
To cast a spell, you must have that specific spell (i.e. card) in your hand at the time of casting. In addition, 
your character must have mana to cast it. Mana is the life force your character uses to cast spells, and your 
character’s Soul CHAMO determines his/her mana pool, i.e. number of dice available for spellcasting. For 
example, a character having 5 as his Soul attribute score will have a three-die pool which he can use to cast 
spells. Once your mana is drained, you cannot cast any spells until it is replenished. Replenishing your mana 
requires a full day’s rest.

To cast a low magic spell, 
1. Play the card (discard it from your hand into the discard pile) 
2. Decide on the number of dice you would like to use to cast. (1, 2, or 3 depending on your Soul 

CHAMO)
3. Roll the dice, add up the results and refer to the table below.
4. Interpret the spell accordingly. (For a full description of each spell and its effect, see the Spells 

section below.)

Roll Outcome

Lower than Spell Level Failure

Equal to Spell Level Full success



Higher than the Spell Level Partial success

Perils

Doubles Remove a d6 from your mana until fully rested.

Triples Mana-drained until fully rested.

Table

The spell level indicates the the card value as printed on the card. 

Note: If your roll includes any doubles or triples (such as   or ) ⚄ ⚄ or ⚁⚁⚁) ⚄ ⚄ or ⚁⚁⚁) ⚁⚁⚁ it means that a peril has fallen upon 
you, regardless of the outcome.

List of Spells
This section lists both Daybound and Nightbound spells and their effects. Range indicates the area of effect or
the reach of the spell and it’s given in yards/paces (one yard being roughly equal to a pace) for ease of use in
combat hex grid, in which each hex is ten-paces (five yards) wide.

Have hand-size spell interaction

Nightbound Spells

Bash (1 )♠
This spell enables the caster to throw a magical shock toward the intended direction, by waving the related 
cult’s holy symbol, or throwing the holy matter (such as water).  It affects any physical object on its path, 
causing d6+1 damage.
Range: 20 yards/4 hexes (-5 yards per die used to cast)

Stun (2 )♠
When cast, the spell applies a tremendous force onto a single target, immobilising the living being for ten 
seconds (one round). If the target is an object, it may cause the object to break or disintegrate, depending on
the material. The spell-caster must touch the target with the holy symbol to be effective.
Range: Contact/adjacent hex

Taunt (3 )♠
Casting this spell causes the surrounding creatures give their attentions to the caster, turning toward his 
direction involuntarily, and gives the caster a +3 bonus on his next attack.
Range: 5 yards/1 hex (all three front hexes)

Brawl (4 )♠
This spell causes any creatures within the target area to be hostile against one another and start a brawl. 
The spell ends after one of the targets receive any damage in the brawl.
Range: 15 yards / 3 hexes (it affects any two adjacent hexes within the range)

Howl (5 )♠
It creates a loud howling sound, which, when heard, disheartens the surrounding creatures, causing them to
frighten and turn to run (retreat). If cast in a forest, it may be used either to communicate one single 
message to surrounding canine species (wolves, jackals etc.) such as ‘prey here’, or as a call to aid. If used as
an aid, roll 2d6s and refer to the table below; the first roll determining the animal, and the second the 
number of them.

Rolls Canine

1-2 Fox

3-4 Jackal



5-6 Wolf

Range: 5yards/surrounding adjacent hexes (for frightening), 1 acre for communication or call to aid.

Leap (6 )♠
This spell throws the target up to d6 yards into the desired direction. The caster’s as well as the target’s 
weight affect the distance, so the bigger the difference, the shorter is the distance thrown. 
Range: 15 yards/3 hexes

War Cry (7 )♠
When used, this spell gives all ally creatures a boost of morale, filling them with courage. It gives +1 damage
to all allies (and exempts them from morale checks for the remainder of rounds).
Range: 15 yards / 3 hexes (radius) with caster at the centre

Frenzy (8 )♠
The target creature of this spell goes into a battle hunger, charging at the nearest creature, inflicting +3  
(2d6+1) damage on the target. 
Range: 25 yards / 5 hexes

Devour (9 )♠
This spell can be targeted on only creatures with a lower HP than the caster. When cast, the target dies 
immediately, healing the caster equal to the target’s HP by sucking its life force.
Range: Contact/adjacent hex

Impale (10 )♠
This spell raises a wall of sharp, bone stakes from the ground made up of the creatures died before in the 
targeted area. Any creature within the area of effect takes 1 damage (1d6), and becomes immobile. The wall 
of bone-stakes is 10 yards (2 hexes) long. If no creature is present, the stakes create simply a wall, 
obstructing movement and vision for 30 seconds (3 rounds).
Range: 20 yards/4 hexes

Hex (1 )♣
This spell transfers the caster 15 yards (3 hexes) away, in the direction (s1-s6) the caster wants to, instantly.
Range: self

Weaken (2 )♣
When this spell is cast, the target’s movement is slowed (to 1 hex for 2 rounds). Additionally, it inflicts 1 
damage (1d6) to the target. 
Range: 15 yards/3 hexes

Summon (3 )♣
This spell summons a familiar to help of the caster from the world beyond. The summoned creatures appear
in ethereal form, while having the qualities of their natural equivalents. The number of familiars summoned
is determined by the mana used to cast the spell. (In tactics mode, the familiar doesn’t require an additional
tactic card played, acting with your character and doing as it does; attacking when your character attacks, 
moving when your character moves, etc. But a familiar does not require any morale checks and does not 
suffer from low morale.) Roll a d6 to determine the type of familiar summoned. When summoned the 
familiars appear in front of your character, (or any adjacent hexes if they are occupied.)

Rolls Familiar

1-2 Wolf

3-4 Bear



5-6 Tiger

Range: N/A

Vision (4 )♣
When cast, this spell enables the caster to see what exists in a five-yard (1 hex) area within range, even 
when there is an obstacle in the caster’s line of sight. Alternately, it can also be used to obstruct vision, by 
creating a 10 yard-long (2 hexes) wall of dark smoke in the target area, which will last about 20 seconds (2 
rounds).
Range: 25 yards (5 hexes)

Sacrifice (5 )♣
The caster receives damage (die roll) equal to the mana used in casting of the spell and inflict this damage 
to a target.
Range: 30 yards (6 hexes)

Confuse (6 )♣
This spell causes the target creature to get confused mentally and fail at the task it is about to perform, be it
an attack, or any other type of action. 
Range: 25 yards (5 hexes)

Silence (7 )♣
When cast, the spell causes the target to be mute for 30 seconds (3 rounds), not allowing it to talk or make 
any other type of sound. Additionally, if cast on a spell-caster, it prevents the target from casting any spells 
or using any power.
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)

Tribal Rites (8 )♣
When cast, this spell connects the caster to the outer realm, allowing him to channel ethereal energy either 
toward a target; giving it 3 damage (2d6+1) or, when used as blessing, gives morale boost to the caster’s 
allies for 1d6 rounds. During the morale boost, the allies of the caster do not retreat.
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)  / N/A

Blood Ritual (9 )♣
First, the caster should wound himself by cutting his own flesh and receiving 2 damage (1d6+1). Then, for 
the next round, the target chosen by the caster inflicts 2 additional damage (1d6+1).
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes)

Dark Vision (10 )♣
When cast, the spell enables the caster to darken an area of 15 yards (3 hexes) within range completely, even
when there is a source of light within the effected area. The darkened area does not cause any obstruction 
for the caster, and can see through it. Alternately, it can also be used to create a 15 yard-long (3 hexes) wall 
of ethereal darkness, blocking any trespass, be it missile, or combatant, which will last about 30 seconds 
(three rounds.) 
Range: 30 yards (6 hexes)

Daybound Spells

Serenity (1♥)
When cast in non-combat environment this spell causes the target to be neutral toward the caster; even if 
its attitude was hostile beforehand. When cast in combat, it removes the effects of morale loss.
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes)



Sanctuary (2♥)
This spell creates a five-yard (1 hex) wide, ethereal protective shield covering the target area and protecting 
it from any external harm for 10 seconds (1 round).
Range:  20 yards (4 hexes)

Epiphany (3♥)
This spell enables the caster to communicate with the ethereal realm, asking a simple question to his god(s)
and getting an answer. It takes about one watch (four hours), and must be cast in a place of worship, and 
not during combat, preferably during a ritual practice. (This spell allows you to act as your character’s god; 
you may choose to provide him the answer he seeks, or misguide him.)

Range: N/A

Blessing (4♥)
This spell removes any negative effects (such as morale loss, poisoning, fear, etc.) upon the target, and 
heals it 2hp (1d6+1).
Range: contact

Resolve (5♥)
This spell heals the ally target equal to the number of die used to cast it (or die roll if tactics mode is 
enabled). Alternately, it can inflict the same amount of damage when used on non-allies.
Range: 25 yards (5 hexes)

Guiding Light (6♥)
This spell allows the caster’s holy symbol to radiate for 60 seconds (6 rounds), illuminating an area of a 15-
yard (3 hexes) diameter. Alternately, this spell can be used to create an orb of blinding light within a 10-yard 
(2 hexes) area, rendering any attacker within its area of effect ineffective for 20 seconds (2 rounds). When 
used guiding light, it can be cast in total darkness and does not require sunlight or a source of light.
Range: 20 yards/4 hexes (for blinding light only)

Resonance (7♥)
This spell creates a bond between the caster and an ally, friendly target creature. By this bond, the caster 
can access the target’s life force, i.e. its HP, using it as if it were his own.  Conversely, the caster can share 
his life force with the target. The bond lasts until one of the creatures dies. It is only effective when the 
target creature is within 20 yards (4 hexes) away. This bond can only be set with a single creature, rendering
the previous bond useless when cast with another target.
Range: touch (for casting)  

Exalted (8♥)
This spell causes the target to be blessed by the caster’s gods, giving the target an additional 2 HP (2d6) for 
the duration of 20 seconds (2 rounds.) Alternately, this spell can be used to give blessing in attack instead of
health, giving the target extra 2 (2d6) damage when it attacks.
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes)

Harmony (9♥)
This spell allows caster to create a harmony with a friendly ally unit within range, allowing the ally to 
mirror his acts for a duration of 10 seconds (1 round). So, if the caster inflicts # damage in the next turn, the
target ally also inflicts # damage, regardless of its weapon, etc. Similarly, if the caster heals himself # 
number of HPs, the ally is also healed. 
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)

Unity (10♥)
This spell has # number of allied friendly targets, # being the number of dice (or cards played) used to cast 
it. It allows all affected targets to act as one, giving the caster total command of their actions for 20 seconds 



(2 rounds.) In tactics mode, this means that any affected ally unit does not require an additional tactics card
to act, and act as if commanded by the caster’s tactics card.
Range: 10 yards (2 hexes) 

Punish (1♦)️
This spell deals 2 damage (1d6+1) to any target by inflicting an ethereal punishment upon it. 
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes)

Charge (2♦)️
This spell enables the target to charge, rushing through any obstacles (breaking doors, ignoring 
engagement when in combat, etc.) for 10 seconds (1 round).  If the target runs through any obstacles, such 
as walls, doors, etc. it receives 1 damage (1d6 and +1 per additional obstacle) per obstacle encountered.
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)

Smite (3♦)️
When cast, this spell brings down a curse of the gods upon a 10-yard wide (2hexes) area from the heavens, 
giving 2 damage (1d6+2) to any creature within its area of effect. If any magic user is within the targeted 
area, their mana is burned, giving them # additional damage, # being the number of mana die burned.
Range: 10 yards (2 hexes)

Provoke (4♦)️
When cast in combat, it causes the target to to attack (or charge if not adjacent to it) the caster even when 
the target is engaged. And when the spell is cast in non-combat environments, it causes the target to attack,
turning its attitude to hostile.
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)

Defiance (5♦)️
When cast on a target, this spell forces the target creature to turn hostile toward the caster and only attack 
him, ignoring any other hostile combatants. It gives the caster +1 damage (1d6+1) for 10 seconds (1 round) 
when cast. The spell’s effect is dissolved when target dies, or is forced to retreat.
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes)

Vengeance (6♦)️
This spell inflicts ethereal damage equal to the caster is missing on a single target, or heals the caster 2 HPs 
(1d6+2) when no target is selected.
Range: 25 yards (5 hexes)

Cleansing (7♦)️
This spell removes any negatives effects on target creature, and heals it fully. When used on objects, such as
food, it purifies, making it available for consumption. Additionally, when cast on simple small items such a 
nail-locked crate, or a simple locked chest, it breaks the object apart.
Range: 20 yards (4 hexes)

Dark Reaping (8♦)️
Starting from the point of casting, this spell allows the caster to swing an ethereal scythe, cutting down all 
creatures that are within its swing by giving them 2 damage (2d6+1). The spell creates a V shaped area of 
effect, reaching a distance of 15 yards (3 hexes) –and affecting a total of 9 hexes. 
Range: 15 yards (3 hexes) farthest point, cast range N/A

Animator (9♦)️
This spell raises 1d6+2 skeletons of the fallen warriors from the ground, (raising +1 additional skeletons per 
combatants died in the ongoing melee, if cast during combat), giving full command to the caster. The 
skeletons from the die roll rise in front of the caster while the additional skeletons rise from the spot where 
they were recently killed.



The skeleton battalion acts as a single unit and should be treated as a henchman when giving tactics. If cast 
in non-combat environment, they will survive for three watches.
Range: N/A 

Leech (10♦)️
This spell, when cast, dissects the torso of the target creature (its base HP must be lower than the caster’s) 
killing it instantly, and summoning 3 ethereal vultures who will feed on the target’s corpse for 10 seconds (1
round). Once the ethereal birds’ feast ends, they act as a single unit and get under the caster’s command for 
30 seconds (3 rounds). The vultures should be treated as a henchman when giving tactics.

High Magic: Powers and how to wield them 
To activate a power, you must have that specific power card in your hand at the time of casting. In addition, 
you must have enough cards in your hand, which will serve as mana. For example; if you would like to 
activate Impale, which is a level 10 power, you must have the specific power card in your hand, as well as 
additional card(s) whose value add up to 10 or more. 

To activate a power,
1. Discard the mana from your hand whose sum is at least equal to the magick level. (place the card(s) 

from your had into the discard pile)
2. Play the power card (discard it from your hand into the discard pile) 
3. Put card’s defined power into action. 

List of Powers
This section lists 

Warrior class characters' main focus is discard when it comes to gameplay. 

Level Power Effect

1 Bash Discard the top card.

2 Stun Draw one card, if its value is higher than the top card on the discard pile, discard it. 
Otherwise put it back.

3 Taunt Discard # cards from your hand. Discard # cards from the deck.

4 Brawl Draw 1d6 cards from the deck. If the value of any of the cards drawn is equal to #, 
discard it, and put the rest back onto the deck. 

5 Howl Discard 1d6 cards. 

6 Leap Roll 1d6. If the # matches the value of a card in your hand, discard it.

7 WarCry Draw +1 cards per turn for the next 3 turns. Discard one as you wish. 

8 Frenzy Check the suit of the top card in the discard pile. You can discard all the cards of the 
same suit from your hand.

9 Devour Discard your hand. Draw 1d6 cards.

10 Impale Roll 1d6. Discard the top # cards.

Table
Lover class characters' main focus is draw.

Level Power Effect

1 Serenity Draw 1 card.

2 Sanctuary Counter a drawn card by sacrificing one card from your hand. The drawn card has no 
effect and both cards are sent to discard pile.

3 Epiphany Roll 1d6. Add SOUL modifier. Draw one card. If the roll is higher than the card's value, 
keep the card. If it's a Demon card, discard it.



4 Blessing Draw 2 cards, if they are of the same suit, draw one more.

5 Resolve Draw 2 cards, keep one of them, discard the other. The card you choose to keep 
cannot be a Demon card.

6 Guiding 
Light

Draw three cards.

7 Resonance Draw one card, if the suit of the drawn card matches with the top card on the discard 
pile, draw one more card.

8 Exalted Draw # cards, # being the number of enemies you killed in current combat.

9 Harmony Draw 1d6 cards, and keep only cards from the  ♥️suit.

10 Unity Roll 1d6. Draw # cards.

Table 

Witch class characters' main focus is reveal.

Level Power Effect

1 Hex Reveal the top card of the deck.

2 Weaken Replace one of the cards in your hand with the top card of the deck.

3 Summon Reveal top 2 cards from the deck, discard one, put the other in effect.

4 Vision Reveal the played cards before playing your card.

5 Sacrifice Lose # HP. Reveal # cards from the play deck, and put them in any order you want.

6 Confuse Shuffle the deck.

7 Silence The next card(s) to be drawn next (round) has no effect. 

8 Tribal Rites Reveal the top three cards from the deck, and put them back.

9 Blood Ritual Roll 1d6 and scry top # cards of the deck, put them back in any order.

10 Dark Vision Roll 1d6. Reveal the top # cards, replace any one of them with a card from your hand. 
If it's a Demon card, it goes into the discard pile.

Table
Lord class characters' main focus is revive. 

Level Power Effect

1 Punish Revive the top card from the discard pile onto the top of the deck.

2 Charge

3 Smite

4 Provoke

5 Defiance

6 Vengeance Revive the last 

7 Cleansing

8 Dark Reaping

9 Animator

10 Leech Roll 1d6. Revive the top # cards from the discard pile onto the deck.

Table



EVENTS
In Hexhunt, an event describes anything interesting in-game; such as coming across a group of pilgrims on 
the high road, or  finding an unusual artefact inside the hollow trunk of an oak tree, or  stumbling upon a 
party of bloodthirsty bandits!

Events are  triggered every watch of a day; requiring you to draw one card. Additionally, whenever you enter
a hex for the first time, regardless of the time, a new event is triggered. 

Note: If you're resting in a safe shelter (such as an inn, keep, etc.) you may choose to skip triggering  all 
types of events per watch during your rest and simply discard those cards instead. And regardless of where 
you rest, treat thing type of events as ‘nothing happened.’

Once you draw: 
1. Check the card's suit and consult the table below to determine event type.
2. Roll a d6 / Check the time-keeping die and consult the related table below to determine the specific 

event.

Suit Card Type Event type

Dark ( )♠ Episode incident

Light (♥)️ Location Nothing happens

Earth ( )♣ Mortal people

Sky (♦)️ Theme thing

Star (♠♥♣️♦)️ Demon villain

Table

Wilderness Events
Events

To determine the distance between your character and the incident/person/villain, roll 3d6 and multiply it 
by 10; this defines the distance in yards (one yard being roughly equal to a meter.)  use “clues table” as 
inspiration

Incident ( )♠ 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Hearth Screams,
Construction 
sounds

People and 
animals running 
away

A comforting, 
sweet smell,
A fusty incense 

People arguing Festival

Altar Chanting,
Bells tolling,
Low-pitched 
growl

A thick fog A putrid smell of 
rotten flesh,
A rich, sweet 
essence

A ghastly chill in 
the air

Pilgrims Gathering,
Wedding

Hill A dull thumping,
Raspy speech,

Beast footprints A smoky scent,
A sour 

A cool Tribesmen with 
arms 

Burial

Forest A tree falling,
Tribal drums,
Whispers

Scared birds 
flying away,
Blood marks

An intoxicating 
aroma
A fresh pine smell

Trappers Ritual

Plains Clashing of 
weapons,
A low humming 

Smoke rising,
Someone lying on
the ground

A crisp fragrance,
A stinking scent

Riders 
approaching

Skirmish 

Market Muted shouting,
Demolition 
sounds

Traders passing 
through

Fresh baked food 
smells,
Spices

Nobles travelling 
on horseback

Procession,
Banquet

Water A cry for help,
Clicking sounds,

Cargo unloading,
Boat sinking

An overpowering 
fishy smell,
An evocative 

Chained slaves 
getting on board

Burial-at-sea



scent

Rift A dissonant wail,
 explosion

Humanoid 
footprints

An earthy smell,
A damp scent

A sense of 
supernatural 
presence,

Travellers on foot

Mountain An echo,
A piercing 
howling,

A pleasant floral 
scent

A sharp wave of 
heat

A Mountaineering
party

Cult ritual

Barrens Horn blowing,
Velvety singing

Darkening sky A faint fresh 
smell,
A nauseating 
scent

A group of 
adventurers

Summoning

Table

People ( )♣)

Sd

No. NPC Weapon & Equipment Attitude Money Action (roll d66)

11 Bandit* Camping

12 Bard Burying

13 Blacksmith Begging

14 Boatman Reading

15 Brigand* Writing

16 Buccaneer Marching

21 Caravanner Feeding

22 Climber Looting

23 Craftsman Surveying

24 Cultist Wounded

25 Dweller Praying

26 Envoy Sleeping

31 Explorer Chasing

32 Fallen Noble Guarding

33 Farmer Building

34 Fighter Dancing

35 Fisherman* Searching

36 Guard Foraging

41 Healer Feasting

42 Herbalist Mourning

43 Hermit Trading

44 Highwayman Working

45 Horseman* Studying

46 Hunter Sharpening weapon

51 Kid* Debating

52 Lost traveller Singing

53 Mercenary* Repairing

54 Merchant Hunting

55 Messenger Buying



56 Monk Selling

61 Noble Sacrificing

62 Nomad* Walking

63 Oracle Resting

64 Patrol* Smoking

65 Peddler Cooking

66 Pilgrim Gambling

71 Pillager*

72 Pirate*

73 Priest

74 Prophet

75 Quack

76 Raider*

81 Ranger

82 Rogue

83 Sage

84 Sailor 

85 Scholar

86 Shepherd 

91 Slaver*

92 Tanner

93 Thief

94 Trapper

95 Traveller

96 Tribesman

101 Vagabond

102 Voyager*

103 Wanderer

104 Warrior*

105 Wizard

106 Woodsman

Table

The people marked with * travel in groups. The value of the event card drawn represents the number of 
people encountered. (If the value of the card is 1, roll a d6 and add it up.) And if you have henchmen with 
you, add +1 per henchman. Entries marked with (T) mean that the creature holds treasure; which require a 
roll based on the treasure table; available once it is killed. Entries marked with (M) mean that they hold a 
magical item, which require a roll based on the magical item table.

Note: You can use the table above in combination with the NPC table to detail the encountered individuals 
quickly.

Additionally, if you would like to further vary the People encounters, you can determine the race of the 
individuals by referring to the table below.



Roll Race Roll Attitude

1 Halfling 1-2 Hostile

2 Goblin 3-4 Neutral

3 Dwarf 5-6 Friendly

4 Human

5 Elf

6 Orc

Table

You can also use the table below to determine their attitude towards your character. (Villains are, by 
definition, considered hostile -so you may skip this step for Villains.) 

Things (♦)️ 1 2 3 4 5 6

Hearth Bracelet Message Livestock Sack Bronze coin Weapon, any

Altar Necklace Book Herb Wine Silver coin Artefact

Hill Armband List Hides Fruit Gold coin Staffм

Forest Anklet Formula Furs Vegetable Quartz Armour, any

Plains Mask Scrollм Ivory Ale Ruby Wand

Market Pin Letter Spice Dried meat Jade Potion

Water Amuletм Travelogue Driftwood Fish Pearl Net

Rift Circlet Legal text Silver ore Carcass Opal Shield

Mountain Crown Journal Iron ore Liquor Sapphire Swordм

Barrens Ringм Map* Rope Salt Topaz Arrow

Table
Entries marked with an (м) implies a magical item. Roll d66 to determine the qualities of the item, and refer 
to the Random Magical Item table.

For Maps, consult the table below:

Roll Description

1 Destination unknown

2 Leads to a Point of Interest

3 Leads to a Dungeon

4 Leads to a Treasure

5 Leads to a Magic Item

6 Leads to a Demon

Table



Villains

Roll Hearth Altar Hill Forest Plains Market Water Rift Mountain Barrens

2 Hawk Falcon Kite Owl Crow Harrier Osprey Buzzard Eagle Vulture*

3 Cat Coyote Panther Tiger Hyena Dog* Serpent Leopard Lion Jaguar

4 Goat Dog* Boar Bear Bison Snake Crocodile Jackal* Cougar Fox

5 Bull Wolf* Falcon Ape Elephant* Hound Eel Wolf* Lynx Snake

6 Kid* Tramp* Trapper* Lion Mastodon Thug* Octopus, 
giant

Cougar Bear Boar

7 Bandit* Cultist* Slaver* Marauder
*

Patrol* Rogue* Pirate* Vagabond
*

Raider Highwa
yman*

8 Gremlin* Ghoul Imp Orc Hobgoblin Elf* Squid, 
giant

Goblin Satyr Lizardm
an*

9 Werebear Skeleton* Wereboa
r

Minotaur Centaur Werewolf Elemental Scorpion, 
giant

Wereraven Wererat

10 Gnome* Golem Griffon Elf* Bugbear Vampire Gorgon Spider, 
giant

Troglodyte Harpy*

11 Spider, 
giant

Beholder Cyclops Treant Dwarf* Halfling* Nymph Manticore Morlock Kobold*

12 Basilisk Gargoyle Ogre Troll Hydra Wyvern Kraken Gnoll* Dragon Chimera

The creatures marked with * live in packs. To determine the number of villains, roll 2d6s. And if you have 
henchmen with you, add +1 per henchman. Entries marked with (T) mean that the creature holds treasure; 
which require a roll based on the treasure table; available once it is killed. Entries marked with (M) mean that
they hold a magical item, which require a roll based on the magical item table.

With Villain encounters, roll a d6. If the roll is 1, it means direct and open attack (and if it is night time, both
1 and 2 should be interpreted as direct attack.) Otherwise you may try to avoid them or hide from them, (or 
sneak up on them!) by doing an ability check. 

If you would like to have no fantastic villains, you can simply treat the first six rows of the table above as (2 
to 7) when determining the type of villain.

And to determine in what kind of activity they are in, you can use the table below to add more detail to the 
people and villain encounters (both for overland and dungeon events.) Roll 2d6 and refer to the related 
column.

Roll Villains (natural) Villains (fantastical)

2 Fighting Fighting

3 Chasing prey Frenzied

4 Seeking shelter Dying

5 Playing Mating

6 Fleeing Starving

7 Feeding Feeding

8 Caring for offspring Marking territory

9 Giving birth Stalking

10 Calling Calling

11 Challenging Wounded

12 Sleeping Sleeping



Note: Keep in mind that events are there to add colour to your game. If your character is already busy with a
task, or you think you’re having too many encounters, you may simply discard the required cards for the 
time passed instead of letting them trigger events. Having fun should be the key to all.

Dungeon Events
Whenever the player character enters a new chamber, he triggers an event, i.e. a draw from the game deck. 
For each event consult the table below:

Suit Card Type Event type

Dark ( )♠ Episode Incident

Light (♥)️ Location Nothing happens

Earth ( )♣ Mortal Nothing happens

Sky (♦)️ Theme Things

Star (♠♥♣️♦)️ Demon Villains

Table

For things encountered in a dungeon, roll 2d6s and refer to the table below:

Roll ITEM Pond Tool Coin Tome* Container* Artefact* Gemstone‡

1 Pond Sewage Rope† 1d6+1¢ Scroll Urn Gemstone* Diamond

2 Tool Toxic Pick 1d6+2¢ Tablet Jar Necklace Pearl

3 Coin Tar Ladder† 1d6+3¢ Book Bottle Amuletм Ruby

4 Tome Geyser Hook 1d6+4¢ Formula Barrel Ringм Sapphire

5 Container Water, salt Shovel 1d6+5¢ List Trunk° Bracer Emerald

6 Artefact Water, fresh Axe 1d6+6¢ Letter Chest° Mask Amber

Entries marked with an asterisk (*) require an additional d6 roll to determine the item. To determine the 
length of the items marked with a dagger (†) roll an additional d6 and interpret the result in yards. And to 
determine the number of gemstones (‡) found, roll an additional d6. Entries marked with the degree sign 
(°), indicates a probability of a trap being sprung, if the container is opened. Before attempting to open a 
chest or a trunk, roll a d6 to determine if the container is trapped: if you roll a 1, the container is trapped and 
it is sprung when you open it. For more detail, consult the traps table. Entries marked with (м) are magical. 
Roll d66 to determine the qualities of the item, and refer to the Random Magical Item table.

Roll Urn Jar Bottle Barrel Trunk° Chest°

1 Ash Pickles Urine Grain Ivory Copper coin (3d6)

2 Ground bones Oil Poison Ale Cloth Silver coin (2d6)

3 Gelatin Herbs Wine Salt Hides & Skins Gold coin (1d6)

4 Coffee Spices Perfume Tar Iron ingots Tome*

5 3d6¢ Tobacco Potion Arrows, 2d6 Weapon, any Gemstone*

6 Gemstone* Tea Teardrops Coal Armour, any Artefact*

Table



Roll Scroll Tablet Book Formula List Letter

1 Unreadable Shattered 
tablet 

Empty notebook Poison Scribble Empty 
envelope

2 Sketches Forged 
document

Prayer book Potion Inventory list Business letter

3 Contract Heretical text Text on History Herbal Target list Administrative 
Letter

4 Poetry Calendar Text on Religion Pharmeceutical Member list Record of a 
criminal trial

5 Recipe Witchcraft Text on Medicine Chemical (alloy) A list of 
locations

Last will 

6 Treasure 
Map

Demonic 
depictions

Book of Prophecies Alchemical List of debtors Love letter

Table

For dungeon villains, check the suit of the card and roll 2d6s. Then refer to the table below:

Dungeon Villains

Roll ♠ ♥ ♣ ♦ Action

2 Bandit Cultist Rogue Raider Fighting

3 Vagabond Marauder Highwayman Thief Frenzied

4 Gremlin Orc Hobgoblin Lizardman Dying

5 Wereboar Wereraven Wererat Werewolf Wandering aimlessly

6 Kobold Bugbear Ogre Kobold Burrowing

7 Skeleton Goatman Wraith Dark Hound Feeding

8 Wight Imp Banshee Flesh Golem Fleeing

9 Ghoul Fallen Ghost Gargoyle Patrolling

10 Zombie Unburied Nightwalker Hellion Gathering

11 Mummy Crawler Spectre Lurker Trapped

12 Lich Succubus Blood Bat Balrog Wounded

Table

Additionally, you may search the chamber, which allows you to check every corner, and left nothing 
unturned in there. To do that, simply declare that you search and roll a d6, then refer to the table below.

Roll Result

1 Trap

2 Nothing

3 Nothing

4 Nothing

5 Thing

6 Secret exit

Table



If you find a trap during your search, roll a Body Rcheck to avoid triggering the trap. Otherwise roll 2d6s, 
(treat one die as tens digit, and the other as units digit)  and refer to the table below.

Roll Trap

11-12 Missile: darts

13-14 Missile: spears

15-16 Missile: arrows

21-22 Pit: sewage pond

23 Pit: toxic waste pond

24-25 Pit: burning tar pond

26 Pit: spikes

31-33 Collapse: floor collapsing

34-36 Collapse: ceiling collapsing

41-42 Magical: fireball

43-44 Magical: electric shock

45-46 Magical: magic missile

51-53 Block: One exit blocked

54-55 Block: Two exits blocked

56 Block: All exits blocked

61 Flooding: sewage

62-63 Flooding: water

64-65 Gas

66 Cave-in

If you have successfully avoided the trap, you may also attempt to disarm the trap –which requires a Mind 
check. (You cannot disarm Magical traps, unless you’re a magic user. Magical traps require Soul check for 
disarming.)

Missile
When triggered, this type of trap shoots projectiles such as darts, spears, or arrows. Inflicted damage vary, 
depending on the projectile. Roll 1d6 to determine the number of projectiles shot.  Darts and arrows deal 1 
damage per projectile, spears 2. The missiles cannot be avoided.

Pit
This type of traps drops the character(s) triggering it into a pit. Roll a d6 to determine the depth of the trap, 
and interpret the results in terms of yards.

Falling characters have an opportunity to do a BODY Rcheck to hold on. If failed, refer to the table below.

Roll Effect

1 Lose # HP, # being equal to yards you’ve fallen.

2 Broken bone. 
(1 – left leg, 2 – right leg, 3 – left arm, 4 – 
right arm, 5-6 – rib cage)

3 Unconscious for d6 minutes.

4 Hit your head, causing headaches for d6 days.

5 Shoulder dislocated.

6 Bruised; minor bleeding.



For toxic pits, receive +1 additional damage, and for burning tar pits, receive +2. 

Collapse
This type of traps either trigger a collapse of the floor, throwing you into the level (or the pit) below. Or, it’s 
the upper floor colliding with the chamber you are currently in. You can avoid damage by rolling a Body 
Rcheck. If you’ve fallen down, roll for the new chamber, and refer to the dungeon exploration section.

Magical
This type of trap is unavoidable, unless you have protection against magic. Receive 2 damage for fireball, 1 
for electric shock, and 3 for magic missile.

Block
This trap, when triggered, blocks the available exit(s) in the chamber with some material. Roll a d6 to 
determine the type of blocking material. And, any character standing at the doorway rolls an Rcheck, and if 
fails receives 1d6 damage.

Roll Block type

1 Logs

2 Wooden door

3 Iron bars

4 Iron door

5 Stone pile

6 Monolith stone 

If the entrance is blocked by a door, you can choose to unlock it.

Flooding
Once triggered, this trap fills the chamber completely with the specified liquid in d6 minutes.

Gas
This trap releases a cloud of gas, filling the chamber effectively. All characters in the room are required to 
roll an Rcheck. Successful characters have one minute to leave the chamber for safety. If failed, the 
character is affected as described in the table below.

Roll Effect

1 Lose 5 HP, roll an Rcheck to gain 
consciousness.

2 Lose 4 HP, remain unconscious 
for 2 minutes.

3 Lose 3 HP, remain unconscious 
for 1 minute.

4 Lose 2 HP, collapse onto the floor

5 Lose 1 HP, vomit, dizziness

6 Lose 1 HP

Cave-in
This trap triggers a structural collapse. Any character within the chamber rolls an Rcheck. If failed, they die. 
Partially successful characters are alive but buried under the rubble. To determine the body part trapped 
under, roll a d6 and refer to the table below.

Roll Body part



1 An arm

2 A leg

3 Right hand

4 Left hand

5 Right foot

6 Left foot



VILLAINS
Some

Creatures: Natural and Fantastical
Fantastical creatures are the result of soulstone affecting natural creatures either through exposure, co-
habitation with demons, or experiments by cults, priests etc.

Bestiary

Name Type HP Movement Attack Damage

1 2 3 4 5 6

Balrog F 6 3

Banshee F 2 4

Basilisk F 6 3

Bear 4 2

Bison 3 2

Blood bat F 2 1 / 3 (f)

Boar 3 2

Bugbear F 4 2

Buzzard 1 1 / 3(f)

Camel 2 2

Cat 1 1

Centaur F 4 3

Cougar 5 2

Coyote 1 2

Crawler F 3 1

Crocodile 2 3

Crow 1 1 / 2(f)

Dark hound F 3 2

Dog 1 2

Donkey 2 2

Dragon F 8 2 / 4(f) 3+3

Dwarf F 3 1

Eagle 1 1 / 4(f)

Eel 1 2

Elf F 2 2

Falcon 1 1 / 3(f)

Fallen F 2

Flesh golem F 8

Fox 1

Gargoyle F 4

Ghost F 3

Ghoul F 2

Gnoll F 2



Gnome F 1

Goat 1

Goatman F 2

Goblin F 1

Gremlin F 1

Halfling F 1

Harrier 1

Hawk 1

Hellion F 2

Hobgoblin F 2

Horse 2

Hound 1

Human 2

Hyena 1

Imp F 1

Jackal 1

Jaguar 4

Kite 1

Kobold F 1

Kraken F 8

Leopard 4

Lich F 3

Lion 5

Lurker F 2

Minotaur F 6

Mule 2

Mummy F 3

Nightwalker F 4

Ogre F 4

Orc F 2

Osprey 1

Owl 1

Panther 4

Satyr F 2

Serpent 3

Skeleton F 1

Snake 1

Spectre F 3

Squid, giant F 6

Succubus F 4

Tiger 6

Troll F 3

Unburied F 1



Vulture 1

Werebear F 6

Werewolf F 5

Wight F 3

Wolf 2

Wraith F 5

Wyvern F 7

Zombie F 2

For hack combat mode use the details given above. And for tactics mode, roll #d6s for hit points, # being the 
HP, and use Movement as DEFMO (i.e. armour) if the villain is not wearing any armour. For any check you 
might need, use HP, Movement, and Attack for Body, Mind, and Soul CHAMO respectively. 

Demons
Some demons are legendary (they may not even exist) yet some can be located if sought hard enough. Some 
are hunted down for their physical qualities such as their body parts which are thought to possess magical 
powers, while others are hunted down for something greater; soulstones.

Different tribes and cults hold different demons as holy, even as demi-gods, or gods, while considering 
others as wild beasts, evil creatures, or  false-gods and idols. This, as a hunter, may cause conflict with your
motivation. You may be on a hunt because of your character’s past, or his attitude, beliefs, ambition, greed 
or simply because of his occupation. Whatever your motivation may be, belief is a deciding factor when it 
comes to how individuals, tribes, and societies at large view demons and hunters.

Demons (suspected or ‘real’) can be in any shape of from, from wild animals, to humanoids, to plants and 
even to objects like rocks.  Mainly there are six types of demons. These are terrestrial (earthly), subterranean, 
lucifugous (heliophobic), marine (aqueous), aërial, and leliurium (igneous).

Terrestrial 
This type of demons are mostly of flesh and blood, in the form of various animals and humanoids with 
slight differences in appearance, and in rare cases with strong amorphism.  Rare beasts, wild animals, 
eccentric individuals, and rare, extraterrestrial mineral rocks such as meteorites, can occasionally be 
mistaken for a terrestrial demon. They dwell across the land, in mountains, hills, or out in the open fields, 
and settlements.

Subterranean
This type of demons dwell mostly in the caves, lairs, ruins and abandoned settlements, as well as 
underground structures both natural and artificial. Preferring damp and dark dwellings, this type of demons
can be in the form of beasts, plants and natural elements.

Lucifugous
Creatures of the night, this type of demons roam the land after the sunset, and running amok during the 
new moon. Having a symbiotic relationship with subterranean demons, they are usually in the form of 
objects, transforming into their true form to terrorize the night, as the sayings go. They usually dwell in 
mountains, in the depths of caves and wells, as well as distant corners of the wilderness.

Marine
In the depths of waters, under the lakes and seas, underwater lakes and rivers, marine demons dwell. 
Usually they are in the form of marine animals, yet, it is told that there are also creatures which are unlike 
any other thing. Additionally, they are thought to dwell in wet marshes.



Aërial
Mostly dwelling atop the highest mountains, aerial demons are usually mistaken for being dragons and 
other various fantastic creatures with the skill of flight. It is said that harsher weather conditions, such as 
thunder, snowstorm etc. are common dwellings for this type of demons, and their physical form can 
resemble elements.

Leliurium
Mostly living under active volcanoes, burning pits, and among the flames of all kinds of fires, this type of 
demons are usually thought to be in the form of flames, magma or ash. One of the rarer kind of demons, the
leliurium is thought the be a representative of how demons appear in their ‘original’ form.

Generating your target
Once you know why your character is hunting a demon, you can determine what kind of a demon you are 
after. First choose the level of the demon from the list below (or shuffle the Stars suit and draw a card at 
random). Though, it would be best to start with a level one demon. Whatever you choose, remove that card 
from the play deck. 

Suit Value Name Level HP Bonus Frequency Treasure Affected by

♠ J Ram 1 +12 Common No
Magical & non-
magical weapons

♠ Q Bull 2 +12 Common No

♠ K Rooster 3 +12 Common No

♥️ J Crab 4 +10 Common No

♥️ Q Lion 5 +10 Common Dungeon

♥️ K Raven 6 +10 Uncommon Dungeon

♣ J Amon 7 +10 Uncommon Dungeon, Point of 
Interest

♣ Q Scorpion 8 +10 Uncommon Dungeon, Point of 
Interest

♣ K Griffin 9 +6 Uncommon Points of Interest

♦️ J Goat 10 +6 Rare Yes
Magical weapons

♦️ Q Eagle 11 +6 Rare Yes

♦️ K Dove 12 +6 Very rare Yes

Table

The level of the demon indicates how many runs of the play deck is required before it is shuffled back into 
the deck. For example, if I choose a level two demon (  Q Bull) as my target, I should remove it from the ♠
deck at the beginning of the game, and only after the deck is run two times, I should shuffle it back into the 
deck. Once the demon card is shuffled, it means that you can encounter your target anytime anywhere, 
regardless of your location, or your task at hand. So, be careful!

The level of the demon also indicates the number of d6s required to roll the HP of the demon. The HP Bonus 
determines the additional hit points you must add to the HP of the demon you are set to kill, while the 
frequency indicates how often such a creature can be encountered within the greater world. The treasure 
column shows the availability of the demon guarding/carrying treasure, which will be accessible once it’s 
killed.

Once you determine the level of the demon you are after, now it is time to identify the details of the 
creature. Roll 7d6s and refer to the table below. Then note results down.



Roll Type Size Special 
Attacks

Immunities Alignment Valuable 
parts

Soulstone 
probability 

1 Terrestrial S Non-magical 
weapon

Poison Order None 64-66

2 Subterranean S Fire Gas Neutral Teeth 53-63

3 Lucifugous S Poison Fire Neutral Hide 53-63

4 Marine M Acid Acid Neutral Eyes 36-52

5 Aërial M Spell use Spell Neutral Bones 36-52

6 Leliurium L Power use Power Chaos Heart 11-35

Table
Size
There are three size categories for demons; small (the commonest kind) includes everything from a pebble 
to a hound- or ox-sized creature, middle is anything larger than a bull up to an elephant, whereas large 
demons can be as huge as a blue whale or an ancient dragon. 

Special Attacks

Immunities
Alignments
Valuable parts

Demon-slaying
As your battle with the demon will be the highlight of your adventure, the demon-slaying should only be 
fought in the tactical combat mode.

Killing demons is not an easy task. It requires endurance, experience, travelling across the land, facing all 
kinds of danger,having henchmen, including priests and even some sort of magical aid –such as a magical 
weapon. But as a hunter, this does not stop you from completing your mission; as it is the promise of 
something much more precious that haunts the hunter’s dream; the soulstone.

Demons (i.e. the ‘real’ demons) are an extension of the ethereal realm and their life essence is contained 
within their blood; which, when spilt fatally, crystallizes and turns into a solid object called soulstone. This 
leftover object appears only in minuscule amounts (usually no bigger then a sliver, and very rarely as a 
shard) when a demon is bled to death. It holds supernatural powers, can be manipulated to provide magical 
enchantments, and yet if an individual is exposed to a sliver or a shard of raw soulstone for an extended 
amount of time, it can be fatal. So, when obtained, which is something that is not always possible even if 
you’ve just killed a ‘real’ demon, there are a few options available for a hunter. You may choose to hand it 
over to priest, you may destroy it on an altar, you may have it engraved into an item (such as a weapon), or 
you may choose to bind your soul to it (only possible with a shard).  Alternatively, you may decide to have 
the soulstone engraved into a weapon, or an armour. It is not a common skill, so it can only be done by the 
few experienced and knowledgable individuals –who usually happen to be high priests. 

If you choose to bind a shard of soulstone to your character, know that this slowly turns you into something
else. When you attempt doing that through a ritual and succeed, your SOUL character score is reduced to 1, 
and you obtain a new power; the power wielded by the demon, and with each shard added to your body, you 
gain 1 SOUL point, which, when reached to 6 (obtaining each demon’s power), turns you into a demon.

Additionally, you may choose to collect six slivers (or a single shard) and access a new power by replacing 
your character card with the next one. (This is the only thing slightly resembling ‘leveling up’ in Hexhunt.)

To obtain the soulstone, right after killing the demon, roll 2d6s to see if there will be any soulstone left. 
(Use two separate d6s and roll them together;  treat one die as tens digit, and the other as units digit.) And 



if your roll is within the limits set by the table above, roll an additional d6 to determine the amount of 
soulstone you can collect, and refer to the table below.

Roll Soulstone available

1 a sliver

2 a sliver

3 a sliver

4 two slivers

5 two slivers

6 a shard

You may choose to collect or discard the soulstone. And if you choose to carry the soulstone sliver/shard on 
you, roll a d6 every week, then refer to the table below. And if you are carrying multiple slivers/shards roll 
for each one separately.

Roll Sliver effect Shard effect

1 You collapse. Lose 5 HP. (R-check to gain 
consciousness.)

R-check or die.

2 Some of your extremities (nose, ears, fingers, 
toes) fall off. Lose 4 HP.

Necrosis takes over a limb.

3 You become weaker (lose 1 point for all character
points (B, M, S) permanently

You become weaker (lose 5 HP). Lose 2 points for
all character points (B,M,S) permanently.

4 You lose 1d6 teeth. You lose one eye.

5 Pus-filled wounds appear on body. Lose 2 HP. Bleeding wounds appear on body. Lose 3 HP.

6 Your skin peels off. Lose 1 HP. You are now afraid of sunlight. Lose 1 HP.

Containing soulstones
As soulstone is a highly effective substance, unless contained properly, it is an extremely dangerous venture
to carry it on you in raw form. Not to mention that you would be a high-value target for anyone else. A 
common practice is to let an animal carry it for you –while keeping yourself away from it as much as 
possible. Another possible solution would be to place it in a magical container, in addition to letting an 
animal carry it for you –to reduce its severe effects. But whatever you do; it is highly advised to hand it over
to an expert or destroy it. 

Destroying soulstones
You may pay priests do destroy the soulstone for you, or you may attempt to do it yourself by tossing it into 
an active volcano.

Sample Demons
In this section you will find some sample demons, which you can use either for inspiration or as the target 
of your hunt. Each entry will include information about the demon’s type, size, special attacks, immunities, 
valuable parts, combat details as well as treasure, which can be salvaged once it’s dead, its alignment, and 
soulstone probability. 

Agrat
Type: Terrestrial
Level: 1
Size: S
Special Attacks: none
Immunities: Fire
Alignment: Neutral
Valuable parts: teeth (1d6 teeth, 1₵ per tooth)



Soulstone probability: 64-66 (sliver)
Treasure: 14₡, 1 ruby (2₡)
HP: 18
Attack: 2
Defense: 4
Damage: 1-2-2-3-4-6
Movement: 4



Rewards, Treasure, and Magical Items

Rewards

Roll 2d6s –one to determine the type, and the other the size of the land offered as reward.

Roll Type Size

1 Wilderness half an acre

2 Woodland one acre

3 Farmland one acre

4 Pasture one acre

5 Hilltop two acres

6 Urban three acres

Table

To determine the value of the land, roll 1d6 and multiply the amount by 10. The result is the value of the 
land (all acres) in gold coins. (₡)

Roll Type Material Condition

1 Hut Straw Foundations only

2 Hovel Mud In ruins

3 Cottage Wood Crumbling

4 Manor Field stone Worn

5 Villa Brick Slightly Aged

6 Hall Cut stone Recently built

Table

Treasure
This section gives the details for determining the treasure protected by the demon you’re hunting for.
A treasure consists of t parts: coin, gemstone, and magic item. First roll a d6 for size. Based on the result, 
determine gemstone and magic item parts of the treasure. 

The size of the treasures is categorized into three. If it’s a small (S) treasure, roll 1d6 for each part. And if 
it’s a medium (M) sized treasure, roll 2d6s for each part, and 3d6s for each of the three parts if it’s large 
(L), then add the # gold coins, # being the level of the demon. The gold part of the treasure is determined by
adding up the size roll and the level of the demon and then interpreting the sum as gold coins (₡). For 
treasure on non-demon creatures, interpret the result in silver coins (₵).

Roll Size Gemstone Magic Item

1 S Diamond -

2 M Pearl -

3 M Ruby -

4 M Sapphire -

5 M Emerald 1

6 L Amber 1



The value of each gemstone is determined independently by rolling a d6 for each piece and interpreting the 
result in gold coins (₡), as they may vary in size and shape. But as a quick reference, you can use the 
gemstone table.

[table here]

Magical Items
In Hexhunt, magical items hold powers stemming from the soulstone embedded into them either during 
their production, or at a later stage, through religious craftsmanship. This section provides tables for 
generating magical items which are part of a treasure, and also provides instructions on how to create 
magical items in-game; which is called enchanting.

Using the table below you can create magical items by rolling 2d6s four times; one for each of the four 
categories of item, power, drawback, and recharge. All items has 1d6 charges –which requires you to restore 
once all six charges are used up. The drawback takes effect as long as you possess the item and lasts until 
either all charges are spent or you drop the item.

Enchanting 
All enchantments require the base material of soulstone.

Enchanting weapons
You can either enchant a single-slot of a regular (or magical) weapon, or you can re-roll all six slots of that 
weapon. A soulstone sliver is required for enchanting weapons.

Random Magical Item Generation
Alternately,

Roll Item Power Drawback Recharge

11 Axe, hand Blind target Your required daily food intake 
doubles.

Sacrifice 1d6 slaves.

12 Mace, light Absorb any fall damage up to 6 
yards

You can only wear a tabard –and 
nothing else.

Convert 1d6 people to your own 
faith.

13 Sword, short Inspire henchmen to inflict +2 
damage

Your footsteps leave visibly 
distinct marks.

Donate 1d6 gold to a temple.

14 Mace, heavy Hold breath under water 1d6 
minutes

You feel extremely cold, and must 
wear winter-coat at all times.

Sleep in a pool of cattle blood, out 
in the open.

15 Axe, battle Levitate 1d6 yards for a minute You must recite a hymn whenever 
you use the magical item.

Fast for six days.

16 Sword, long Identify traps within a chamber You go blind for 1d6 minutes after 
use.

Go on a pilgrimage.

21 Club Unlock doors upon touch You cannot swim. Gift a tome to a scholar.

22 Sceptre Protect against poison attacks You become weak (6 HP max). Kill a messenger with an arrow.

23 Staff Convince target to do your bidding You are afraid of horses. Produce and donate 1d6 potions to 
a temple.

24 Flail Summon an ethereal wolf You become paralysed if you enter 
any temple.

Free 1d6 slaves.

25 Spear, melee Inflict 1d6 extra ethereal damage 
against demons with each attack

You stink –attracting rats. Kill a terrestrial demon.

26 Lance Grant invisibility for 1d6 minutes You lose 1HP whenever you go 
through a door.

Kill a noble with it.

31 Javelin Cure 1d6 HP You can rest only in open air. Rob a pilgrim and spend the 
money on harlots.

32 Spear, thrown Turn 1d6 undead You cannot start any fire. Earn 1d6 gold by trade.

33 Sling Give luck: wielder re-rolls any die Touching any humanoid burns you
(1HP)

Fully explore a dungeon.

34 Crossbow Protect against acid attacks You start crying uncontrollably 
whenever you witness death.

Bury a priest alive.

35 Bow, short Silence magic users for 1 minute Your voice is only heard by priests 
of your own cult.

Desecrate an alter in the plains.



36 Bow, long Cure disease You are afraid of gold. Throw 1d6 pearls into water.

41 Helmet Lift heavy object for 1 minute You must donate 1₵ every day, or 
suffer -1HP.

Drink a bottle of bull urine.

42 Hide Invisibility for 1d6 minutes You cannot kill any animals. Rape an oracle.

43 Leather, padded Disintegrate object to dust upon 
contact

You start growing goat horns. Cut off a finger.

44 Mail, chain Penetrate leather armour You glow in the dark. Make a necklace out of 1d6 imp 
ears.

45 Shield, buckler Teleport objects up to 1d6 yards 
away

Your faith is readable on your face. Don’t enter into any settlement for
a week.

46 Shield, medium Inflict 1d6 ethereal damage 
against demons

You lost your haggling skills. 
Everything costs twice as much.

Collect 1d6 books and donate them
to a priest.

51 Boots Protect against fire attacks You must visit a harlot every six 
days.

Kill 1d6 tigers.

52 Cap Survive for 1d6 days without water You become mute. Obtain 1 acre of land.

53 Cloak Touched object emits light for 1d6 
hours

Any cloth you wear disintegrates 
after 1d6 days.

Convert to a different cult.

54 Gloves Mirror spell cast on the wielder 
unto the caster

You cannot climb ladders. Hunt down 1d6 heretics.

55 Robe Provide 2 mana for a day You must feed on tarhana only. Throw an amber into a volcano.

56 Tabard Immune against daybound spells 
for a day

You are visibly soaked in goat’s 
blood after each use.

Climb a mountain without killing 
anything.

61 Torch Immune against nightbound spells
for a day

Any (other) metal object you equip
rusts in 1d6 days.

Collect 1d6 heretical texts and 
deliver them to a school.

62 Rope Penetrate mail armour Possessed: you cannot equip any 
other magical items.

Survive a cave-in.

63 Scroll Identify people with different faith Your memory lasts only a day. Catch 1d6 outcasts and hand them 
over to authorities.

64 Shovel Inflame target :+2 damage You cannot wear any (other) 
armour.

Unlock 1d6 doors in a single 
dungeon.

65 Amulet Open portal (needs another portal) Your voice is demonic. Start a new cult.

66 Ring Inflict maximum damage against 
demons

You are afraid of settlements. Obtain 1 estate.

If you would like to sell the item, roll a d66 (2d6s interpreted as a single number) and interpret the result in
silver coins (₵). 

Assorted Magical Item Generation
Alternately, you can use categorised magical item generation tables given below. First, roll 2d6s to 
determine the item, then roll an additional 2d6 to determine the details.

Roll Items W, Melee W, Staff W, Ranged Armour Garment Miscellaneous

1 W, Melee Axe, hand Club Javelin Helmet Boots Torch

2 W, Staff Mace, light Sceptre Spear, thrown Hide Cap Rope

3 W, Ranged Sword, short Staff Sling Leather, padded Cloak Scroll

4 Armour Mace, heavy Flail Crossbow Mail, chain Gloves Shovel

5 Garment Axe, battle Spear, melee Bow, short Shield, buckler Robe Amulet

6 Misc. Sword, long Lance Bow, long Shield, medium Tabard Ring

Table

Roll Items Name and Power

1 Axe, hand of Protection: +1, +3 against terrestrial demons

2 Mace, light of the Soulcrusher: +1, +6 against demons

3 Sword, short of the Greenskin: +1, +2 against humans, does not harm orcs or goblins



4 Mace, heavy of Heaven’s Light: +1, +2 in dungeon, emits a soft light on command

5 Axe, battle of the Dragon’s Dogma: +2,  +4 against dragons

6 Sword, long of the Demon’s Bane: +2, +5 against demons

Table

Roll Items Name and Power

1 Club of Demonic Possession: +1, +5 damage against demons

2 Sceptre of Divine Mercy: +1, revives a dead creature it killed (1d6 charges)

3 Staff of Healing: +1, heals once (1d6) per week.

4 Flail of Piercing Heart: +3, (must be whetted with a human heart once per week) 

5 Spear, melee of the Sacred Flesh: +1, +2 against clergy

6 Lance of Blood and Bone: +2, +3 against ethereal entities 

Table

Roll Items Name and Power

1 Javelin of Lightning: +1, double attack

2 Spear, thrown of Fury: +1, +4 attack against demons

3 Sling of the Penetrator: +1, penetrates mail armour

4 Crossbow of the Holy Archpriest: +1, +2 against undead

5 Bow, short of Vengeance: +1, +3 if the wielder is wounded by the target

6 Bow, long of Retribution: +6 against demons, can cast an ethereal projectile (1d6) once a day.

Table

Roll Items Name and Power

1 Helmet of Gods’ Favour: +1 defence, negates acid attacks

2 Hide of Dragonskin: +2 defence, +3 HP

3 Leather, padded of the Demon’s Scalp: +1 defence, +3 against demons

4 Mail, chain of Molten Flesh: +2 defence, neutralizes poison attacks

5 Shield, buckler of the Ice-Shard: +1 defence, negates fire attacks

6 Shield, medium of the Soulseeker: +3 defence, +1 HP

Table

Roll Items Name and Power

1 Boots of Ethereal Strength: grants +6 HP, +1 on all BODY checks

2 Cap of Invisibility: +2 defence, grants invisibility for 1d6 minutes, when equipped

3 Cloak of the Blessed: heals +2 HP per day for 1d6 days. (1d6 charges)

4 Gloves of the Fallen: +1 fire damage per successful hit, -1 on all SOUL checks

5 Robe of Divinity: grants 1 additional mana (one d6) once per week.

6 Tabard of the Righteous: +1 on all MIND checks

Table



Roll Items Name and Power

1 Torch of the Forgotten: +1 to all action checks 

2 Rope of Adventure: +2 to all reaction checks

3 Scroll of the Unknown: +1 to all search and unlock checks

4 Shovel of Cavernous Depths: emits light when rubbed, +3 to attacks against undead

5 Amulet of the Lost: grants ability to re-roll once in dungeon chambers for exits (secret door)

6 Ring of the Tomb Raider: add 1d6 gold coins to all chests when in dungeon

Table
Alternately
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